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A low frequency vibrating sample magnetometer has been built to mea-
sure the in-situ properties of ferromagnetic catalysts. The instrument 
allows measurements to be taken during an experimental catalyst test 
run (in-situ). The vibration is performed by a motor crank arrangement 
at a constant frequency of 2 Hz. The software designed to control the in-
strument and the reaction was written in Lab View which enabled a rapid 
prototyping approach. This thesis focuses on the software and electrical 
systems of the setup. Results of research conducted using this system 
are published separately however this document shows the relationship 
between the magnetic saturation and remnance and the mass of ferro-
magnetic material present in the reference material as well as the effect 























"In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, 
and the Word was God. He was with God in the beginning. 
Through him all things were made; without him nothing was 
made that has been made. In him was life, and that life was 
the light of men. The light shines in the darkness, but the 
darkness has not understood it. 
There came a man who was sent from God; his name was 
John. He came as a witness to testify concerning that light, 
so that through him all men might believe. He himself was 
not the light; he came only as a witness to the light. The 
true light that gives light to every man was coming into the 
world. 
He was in the world, and though the world was made through 
him, the world did not recognize him. He came to that which 
was his own, but his own did not receive him. Yet to all who 
received him, to those who believed in his name, he gave the 
right to become children of God - children born not of natural 
descent, nor of human decision or a husband's will, but born 
of God. 
The Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us. We 
have seen his glory, the glory of the One and Only, who came 
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, CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Project Background 
The purpose of the project, for whirh thiB thcsiB forms a part, is primarily 
to monitor the state of catalysts during a reac\ion, for the purpose of 
investigating dilfcrCllt catalyst forll1ulatiollS. aJld 9CI:ondly to invcstigatc 
thc effcct of ll1agnctic fields on catalyst pcrformam:e. 
In-situ characterisation of catalysts has become increasingly important. 
It is however not easy to measure of monitor physical 01" chemical ch..ugcs 
in a working catalyst. The fCasonS fOl" this are that thc "atalyst is inside a 
reactor and therefore not vi~ible and neither can it be removed or sampled 
v..~thont interfering v..~th the reaction. It i~ therefore noce~sa.ry to find 
somc prop€rty of the "atalyst that can he measured without disturbing 
or interfering with the reaction. TIns property also needs to be able 
to provide the necessary information about the cat.a.lyst. The magne\ic 
prop€rties of th€ sample of interest fulfil the8€ requirements since they 
can be measured without direct interaction with the sample and from 
them thc llOCeSS,l]"y information about thc sample can he deduced. 
By pcrformillg a hystcresis mCllSnrement on thc "atalyst (gencrating a 
BH curve for the catalyst) inside thc rea.ct.m the following properties can 
me mcasured: 
{> Magneti" saturatiou. 
V Magnetic remnance. 
<} Coercivc field. 
The!l€ properties allow the calculation of other UBeful properties of the 
catalyst such as the amount of metal ph""" prC8Cnt (i.c. the degree of 
reduction) and the amount of fcrromagnctic material pccscnt. 
1.2 Description of Task 
The portion of the project' d<l8Cfibcd in this document may be divided 
imo two sections. 
1 hom thi.. poinl on t.he t=n pm]",t will refer OIlly to lh.~! po<l;OIl at: !ru, ",,,rall 
projecl tha1;;" d<=ribed in tW. thesis. 
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1.3. PRINCIPAL GOALS 3 
Part I: deals with the reactor rig 
The term reactor rig is used to describe the physical apparatus used to 
preform the reaction. It consists of gas supplies, regulators, gas con-
trollers, pipes, a reactor, heating equipment, valves, pumps etc. 
In order to reduce the amount of supervision required to operate the rig 
and to improve the rig's efficiency it is desirable to automate as much 
of the operation as possible. This can be done either in hardware, using 
commercially available temperature controllers etc. or in software, using 
a computer to perform the control. Since hardware systems are very 
expensive, require a fair amount of operator attention and are not capa-
ble of controlling all aspects of the system a preferred way of operating 
would be to use a computer to provide the necessary control. Hardware 
systems may be added to the software control to provide redundancy and 
improved safety. 
With a single computer it is possible to control the entire rig including 
temperature and gas flow, other hardware via serial communication and 
to provide the operator with advanced displays of the past and present 
state of the rig such as temperature graphs. 
Part II: the vibrating sample magnetometer 
This portion of the project is concerned with the design and construc-
tion of the vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) which is the instru-
ment used to perform the hysteresis measurements on the catalyst. Once 
again, the control of the VSM is performed by the same computer. A 
vibrating sample magnetometer measures the magnetic properties of ma-
terials. When a material is placed within a uniform magnetic field and 
is mechanically vibrated, there is some magnetic flux change. This in-
duces a voltage in the pick-up coils, which is proportional to the magnetic 
moment of the sample. The uniform magnetic field is generated by an 
electromagnet. 
1.3 Principal Goals 
The goals of this project can again be divided into those that apply to 
the rig and those that apply to the VSM. 
to n .. ,,",,"',1'1 
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4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Reactor Rig 
+ Hardware goals 
1. Construct the necessary hardware required to provide temper-
ature control. 
2. Provide connectivity between the computer and the reactor rig 
systems such as temperature probes, pressure sensors, pumps 
etc. 
+ Software goals 
1. Provide effective temperature control. 
2. Provide control of other hardware e.g. pumps. 
3. Provide a seamless, easy to use interface. 
4. Incorporate data-logging to enable process variable trending. 
5. Provide a single point of control for the entire system. 
VSM 
+ Hardware goals 
1. Manufacture the pickup coils required to measure the mag-
netic field produced by the samples. 
2. Design the electrical system to optimise the raw signal from 
the coils. 
+ Software goals 
1. Design and implement software to operate the VSM system. 
2. Integrate the VSM control interface with the reactor rig soft-
ware interface. 
3. Calibrate the system and verify the dependency of the sample 
magnetization on the sample mass. 
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1.4. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 5 
1.4 Software Development 
It was decided to use National Instruments LabView to as the language 
in which to develop the software systems. 
LabView is a graphical programming language from Na-
tional Instruments. Included in the Lab View distribution is 
an extensive development environment with many libraries 
and tools. The graphical language is named 'G'. Originally 
released for the Apple Macintosh in 1986, LabView is used for 
data acquisition, instrument control, and industrial automa-
tion on a variety of platforms including Microsoft Windows, 
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Figure 2.1' Rig flow chan 
This cha!Jter deals with the reactor rig and doocrib<:.9 the physical aspOL1;S 
of the rig design making particuia.r melllioll of featuH'S that an.' r<e]ev3m 
to th~ clec-tricaJ and softwar~ dt<lign. 
Fig. 2.1 show~ ",;implifi~d diagram of th" rig layout. The rig consists 
of 3 fixe" hed reactor' ana hypas< that are roo by a I",atoo 1llixture or 
g!lSOOS. 1'heu a.r~ four oontroll~d gas flows labd~d as "MFC" (Ma.ss Flow 
OJntroll<er) on the diagram whkh supply the gas via 3 ndlli"ork of heat"d 
piping. The fiw heated Zon"ll are ~hown on the diagram "" ~had~d n--giolls 
with dotted border~ and are labeled TIC I to TIC 5. Throughout the 
rest of th~ document the following names will be uoo:l to describe these 
heated regioJl.9: 
'A fl~"d t.d r"~ctoc n_ support' for the oat-.-uy.t and oounple which 00 not move 
and aro t.herefo!,e 'fixed' ... a bed in the rea.ctill. 
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2.2. lJ','STRUMENTATlOI'i ANT) CONTROL REQUlRK\fEiVTS 11 
+ TIC I _ Water vaporirer 
+ TIC 2 - R 'Cd (line) 
-:- TIC 3 - Reactor 
(. TIC 4 - Hot trap 
+ TIC 5 - Exit (line) 
Other items of ill1erest are the HPLC (high performance liquid clno-
matography) pump ann the Water bath with whiw the rig ooftware com-
municate.. and control •. The re1l.l;tor itself is a 40 ell!, half inch stainless 
sf-eel pipe. The catalyst is placed ou a porous brass frit in the center of 
the reactor2. 
2.2 Instrumentation and Control Require-
ments 
With reference to Fig. L.1 the instrumentation requirements for the 
b-ystem are listed below. The control specifications are based on the 
requirements of the chemical process. 
-:- Thcrc RIC four heated ZOlles (Water Vaporizer, Feed, Hot trap, 
Exit) which require ba:;ic PID control ( see Sec. 3.5.4 - General 
Temperature Control for more detail.). Each wne requires one 
thermocouple to measure the temperature. In onler to enable the 
computer to control the temperature, oue analog input and one 
counter output is required for eaw zoue. The control requirements 
for this zOlle RIe a temperature range of 0 - 300"C with a stability 
of +- 5°C. 
(. The heating of the reactor requires more advanced control. (see 
Sec. 3.5.5 - Advanced Temperature Control). A PTIOO tempera-
ture probe was used to measure the temperature which again re-
quires one analog input and one counter output to provide com-
puter control. The required temperature range is 0 - 45()"C +-
O.loC stability. 
'n.. bra .. I,i\ is magne\icoJl,y d<ad and (her"fore does n<>t intro<iu{"e lID,)' be.rl<-
grouud sigru.! (ef. Sec. 6.2) 
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12 C1L1PT~R 2. R.EACTOR rue 
.... There <J.fc fOUT mas;; flow oontrollers (/lIFC) which Illay he commu_ 
nica.tcd with via serial commuui""tioll (RS-232) (s~ Sec. 3.5.8-
l\Jass Flow Controllers). 
-+ The prCR'ure rea.ding requires a. 8ill~e ruJal()~ input in oruer to allow 
the computer to read it. 
<to The water bath, which is u~cd to mol the VSlIl pick-up coils, is 
controll"d via serial wmmllni<:arion "ith the computer. (se€ Sec. 
3.5.6 - Water Bath) 
... The HPLC pump is likewise controlled ,ia. serial COlllillUllicI>.tioli. 
(see Sec. 3.5.7 - HPLC Pump) 
The ma.in elcment8 of these requirements are discusS<'<l in the following 
sections. 
2.3 Reactor Heating 
Of the tempera.ture control len;, rhe hea.ting of the rea.ctor ;8 the rno6t 
important and also the most difficult. The difficulty is due to th€ strict 
heating requirements, the 8pa.ce limita.tions Il.nd also tlle need to minimise 
any electric or magnetic field produced hy the heating since tills will 
induce a signal in the pick-up coils of the VSIIJ syl;te1ll and hence interfere 
,,~th the 8ignal indue"d hy tIle sample. 
Three different options for heating the reaM.or are hriefly diocussed here 
of ,,-hieh only the last two were implenl€ntOO. 
2.3.1 Heating Tape 
A heating t a.pe is a. flexible heating element en~a.sed in a gl1l88 fibre inS\l-
lat.ing sheath and is the most common method of heatiug used in ri!,:8 of 
thi8 size. The tap" i8 wrapped around the area to be heated. The area\ 
temperature;8 measured u8ing a J type therm,mmp]e and controlled by 
va.rying the power output of the heating tape. The power control is per-
formed by pulse width modulation (PWIII) of the heating tape's power 
supply. 
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2.3. REACTOR HEATING 13 
The obviolL9 problem with this method is that current passin~ through 
the tape would produ~e an electric field whidl due to it .. proximity to the 
roils would interfere Viith the signal induced in the coils by the sample. 
With yerv {Careful winding of the tape around the reactor it should be 
possible to reduce the field to almost zero by symmetrklllly winding the 
tape up and down the reactor but this would never be perfect and may 
require mMy winding attempts to achieve SUCceSS. A related problem 
is the introduction of ferromagnetic material which would interfure with 
the si)(llal from the catalyst (see Soc. 0.2 [or further details). Since 
the heating tape would likely l>e ferromagnetic thi.<; would pose" ilerious 
problem. 
A funher problem is that the entire reactor may need to be irumlated 
with ~lruls wool in order to prevent heat loss. This is a problem due 
to the .. mall amoullt of space available between the poles of the magnet 
(described further in Sec. (i.2). 
AdvlUltages of this method are that the full range of temperatures (up to 
425Q C) can be reached and that a very eVen temperature profile in the 
reactor can be adlic'Ved. 
2.:1.2 Oil Heating 
Using hot oil to heat the reactor was considered because it does not 
produce any electric fields near the coiis. It does however require compl= 
physical design in order to heat the I'C!l.Ctor "'ithout introducing large 
amountll of magnetic material noar the SIlmple which would interfere with 
the signal from the Mmpie. The design "Iso makes the reactor bulky and 
heavy sin"., there is additional metal needed to pass the oil around the 
reactor, the oil itself, and the piP'J" supplying the oil to the rea<ior. 
Unlike the previous method, the oil can only heat to approximately 3OO"C 
which mealL9 that an additional eJ<temal heater would be required in 
order to re&cit the higher temper"tures required for pre-treatment step; 
of the catalyst. This makes the reaction sequences more complex since 
the reactor would have to be moved in and out of this external heater 
during" reaction. 
Although this method of heatin~ \l'aB implemented it W81< superoo:led by 
the next method. 
18
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11 CIHPTER 2, REACTOR RIG 
2.3.3 lnfra Red He<lt.illg 
Thi~ m~thod uses tW(} infra. red heateIll plaeed em either side of th~ rea.ctor 
and outside the poles of the magnc't SO "" to lllinimiS<? the field that they 
experiL'Il~c. Thc ncld producffi hy the CUfn'ut in the heating clements 
i6 minillli&>d by €llsuring they are a.s far from the mils !ill pl1llSiblc. The 
heating elements are able to rapidly hca.t the ree.o::tm tn wella.bovc 425"(', 
Co()ling is a.lso rapid duc tn the la.::k of inslJla.tion on the rearl:or. 
Disadvantages (}[ this system arc that tlle mounting of the heaters is 
dillielllt dllC to the la<:k of sps"e, AIs.o, beca.usc ()f the na.ture of the 
hea,ting it is necessary to shield the coils in order to redlJr-e th~ diroct 
hca.t tha.t they would hc CXP()6C-d to, The ternperMIlI"e profile produced 
iu the reaetor by this m€thod is not very good hut could h€ improwd 
by using longer heater~ or by enclosing the reactor and the heaters to 
prenmt >lir moveIll€llt. The effect of the IR heaters (}u the signal froIll 
the coils is di&:msoo in Sec. 6,4,2. 
2.4 Ivlass Flow Controllers 
The m",,~ f\()W c(lI]tmllers (MFC'.) are ei<xtri('a.]ly (}pcrated valves LJSed 
to contr(}l and measure the flow of gBS. On this rig Bm()k8 Instnnllents 
1I1FC;s were noed. r he name }'ffC is derived frOlll the meti.t",1 used lD 
measure the flow o[ the gas tM(}ugh the i)]$rument. Ther~ are three 
p<lS><ible ways of communicating / controlling the mass lIow controller~, 
via analog signals tn each controller, individual serial communication 
with ca.ci.t eontroller or with tlle aid o[ a power supply provided by the 
manufaeturer8. 
Using analog signals sent to and read from each individual controllrr; 
a.lthm'gh simple, requires one anal(}g input and one analog output for 
ce.o::h 1 .. 1FC. Having [our 1I1FC's w(}uld therefore require four inputs a.nd 
[our outputs. Since analog 1/0 ports are expensiw and sinr-e thi~ meth()rl 
may ha'c~ complications inv()lving n()ioo, 6ignal eonditioning, the actual 
mntrol ()f the ldFC's 8.lld also pmviding the :\IFC's with power, it was 
decided n()t to usc this method. 
C()lllmunicating with the contwllen; directly via the computer's serial 
ports is a pOllSibility but would only be viable using the nS-485 standard 
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2.5. j[ARmv.~RE DIAGRAMS 15 
since thi~ WO'uld O'nly requup one serial port. RS-232 requires a dedicated 
port for each CGmmunicatiGn ch'lnnel and so wO'uld not be viable since 
the serial ports available O'n the cO'mputer are needed fur othpr purposes. 
An 'IdditiO'nal &criill r'lI"d could be illstallcd in the computer but since 
this methGd would involV? the dpVfllopment of drivprs which wO'uld take 
a significant amGunt of time, and require infonnatiO'n rpgarding the cO'm-
munieation specifieations of the MFC's which is not readily available, 
this methO'd Wf\S UIiflCi. 
Using a power supply unit (DC 154) purchased from the MFC manu-
f'lrturer to' communicate with the MFC's provides the computer with 
coll\.rol O'ver iIll fO'ur MFC's vi'l 'I single communica.tiO'n ch8Jmei to' the 
pawer supply. 111e drivers needed to p<>rform this communic'ltiGn Were 
provided with the unit. Since the power supply unit provides sta.nd alone 
rontrol of tlw MFC's, rE'<l.uudanr,y is also introduccd in the system which 
protects 'Igainst '" f'lilure O'f thp cO'mputer or software. The communica-
tion with, and the contrGI of the !lIFC's is described in Sec. 3.5.8. 
2.5 Hardware Diagrams 
The fGllowing diagrams show how the hardware is arranged and the con-
lwctiollS bctw""n the computer and the hardware. 
Fig. 2.2 shows the h'lI"dw'lI"e that is used to allow the ("omputer to control 
the five different temperature wnes. The pov.er to each heating element 
is controlled by ~lid stat·e relays (33R) which are switched on and Gff by 
a digital signa.l frGm the computer. Each SSR 'Ilso has a switch to allow 
the Gperator to manu'llly switch O'flt.he powpr to' th'lt 3SR. The purpOOfl 
Gf thffifl switchllS is to ",vO'id 'I~cidental hp'lting during maintenll.Ilce O'r 
Gther similar situations. 
The cO'mputer USflS fl. Nfl.bJn'llln~trument:3 PCI_G024E DAQ (dfl.t'l 'Icqui-
sition) card which fe'ltures J 5 channels O'f "'Il'IIO'g input, twO' chll.Ilnpls O'f 
analog Gutput. a 58-pin connector and eight lines O'f digit'lil/O. This card 
performs all the analog input and Gutput required hy the softwfl.re. The 
control of the 33R's is p<>rformed by the counter outputs of a NatiGnal 
Instruments 6602 device. The 660x devices are timing and digital I/O 
hoards for use with the PCI bus in PC-compatible computern, or PXl Gr 
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C1Lil-"JER. 2. Rl\j\CTOR TUG 
wIllpad,PCT ehas.~is, The 660] d('vi",,;; offer four 32-bit CoUllM'I Ch".ulld, 
"ucl up to n li.ues o[ i.urlividnalh- configurable, TTL/C"lOS--comp"tihle 
cligi, .. .ll/O, The 6602 de\'i~es off~r cili., ('".,ahili!,y plus four aclditiol1l'u. 





-. "Ii .<tate relay 
TC - Th~nnocouplc 
Signal 
- Power supply 
Figure 2.2: Temperature comwl harclwl'lf~. 
The function of the polling cirulit i:o to operate th ~ "'l[ety rday, Th~ 
compllter sends out It periodi~ pulse to illclic<lI,e th"t it i3 s,ill operMillg 
corredly. If t,he pClllillg ('ircuit stops r\"('f'i\~llg thi" pulse it :owit~he:o the 
;>afety reh}' off ch ~!:eby culli.u['; power t.o li1" SSR'., awl pr('v".utillg all~{ 
"~pcdfic_~tiO<l' t.ok,'<1 fm Ih(; m~TI"o l< uf ,I", ""I"-'<'liw TI.~Q ,,",-J;;. 
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fmthPI heatiu;,; frOlli tRkill~ place. Once tripped, this relay has to be 
manually rp};"t by an Openl.hlr. 
Fi~. 2.3 shows ho .... lh" various JC\iices lhaL ,lee colllllmnicalcrl with via 
t.h~ {'omputPT's ""rial [XlIT,i; 8.H: mnm,et<xi. CO;..-] ports .3, 4 8mi 5 a.r~ 
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Figure 2.3: Serial COllllnunicilti{)ll COllllectiollS 
AJditional ima;,;t'S of the rig Call l.>e found ill AI-'I-"'llUix C. 
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21J CHAPTER 3. lUG SOF"'TWARE DESIGN 
3.1 Overview 
T11is chapter dedls with the design and implementatk>n of the comrol 
and monitoring ooftware for the reactor rig. The main emphasis is on 
the underlying structure of the software and on tru. design methods used 
to implement ir. 
:3.2 Specifications 
The responsibilities; specifications of the software are as follo,,·s: 
.... w provide a graphical user interface that displays rclevaut, relit 
time infocmation regarding the state of the rig. 
+ &llow conttol of all aspects of the system via the same interface . 
... the interface should be easy to use and aot require any special 
tr"ining to operat~ . 
.... implement safety features that include a.liIrllls and automatic shut-
down nnder h!\7.aJ:dous conditions . 
• :- provide data.-logging of important variables to allow trending and 
activity rocording . 
... the software should be designed to be efficient and stable to allow 
for long running periods. 
3.3 Design Approach 
Spiral model 
By usillg the spiral model [32] !lI.l tbe design method where success;'·e 
versions of ,. module; function; interface ilIe implOVec! by assessing the 
pre,·ious version it was possible to sta.rt the project with very little knowl-
edge of the final system and the capabilities of LabView. This approach 
allo,,-ed the capabilities of LabVlew a.nd LabView design technique to be 
leRIned concurrently to the development of the ooftwilIe and a.Iso for the 
~I
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3.'1. SYSTEM LEVEL DESIGN" 21 
detailed specifications of the system to develop along with the software 
without creRting the need for large modificRtions in the ~oftware. 
Bottom up design 
By approR.Ch.ing the design from the bottom up, that ill impwmenting 
the low level functionality such as ",,&log input b<cfore higher level surh 
as PID control, the core function&lity of the software (e.g. tempera-
ture control) could be implemented and refined ,,'ithout knowledge or 
implementation of the higher level systems (e.g. module communica-
tion). Thi~ worked well in conjundion with the ~piral model allo"ing 
th~ system specifi catiolllJ to develop as tlw und~rsta.nding of the s}'8tem 
grw. 
Cude reuse 
As murh as pQSSible, corle was designed in a lIlanner that allowed and 
encouraged cod<: [('use. Thill was achi~ved by making commonly used 
functionality available throughout the software in global functions. Tern-
pla.tes ,,'ere also used to implement common ~trudures which could then 
be adder! to ll.Ild ~nstomized on a per module I fum·tion basil< eliminat ing 
the noorl to write the sam~ or similar code multiple times. 
Object orientated 
The hardware dri\'ers were designed in an object orientated fashion a.'l it 
provides a useful model for data sharing between fundiolli< 1llld since it 
allows multiple objects (sets of the same hardware) to be used simulb-
noously without causing claHhes the in nfl.me-sp~e. 
Modular 
Designing the system as a set of separate modules allows much flexibility 
in the final design ~inre modules ran b<c added and removed ,,~thout 
the need for major ch!Ulges to the ~ystem as a whole. Furthermore, by 
lllapping the ph}'8ic&l sys1<:m to the software, the code ill arranged in a 
logical fashion and is easy to und('rstll.Ild a.nd maintain. 
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ClL1PTER 3. 11iG SOFTWAHE DESIGN 
Applicatiol1 ~l1virol1mel1t 
I StaI,-UP ~ 
Modul~ A I Module BI r--j()(kk C 
i T i 
t t 
Da~lll(,ll I Da~"'(lll 2 
Figure 3.1: System overview 
3.4 SY'stem Level Design 
3.4.1 Overview 
Fig. 3.1 depicts the he..sic design of the 8yRtem. The main application ill 
marted by a dedicated function wbORe purpose is to initialize all tbe re-
quired !lervices and to launch the modulw and daemons. The modules are 
responsible for the core functionality of ,be software (e.g. temperature 
control) while the daemons maintain the intermodule commullication and 
other services required by the application. Modules communicate with 
each other and with the daemons inside the application environment 
while communication outside the application environment is performed 
either by a dedicated module or on a per module bll8u;. For jllStance, 
the DAQ communication is handled by the analog in and cOTmtf.f o"t 
modules while serial commnnicatio= it performed by each module lhat 
reqnire" it "ucb as ,he wid bath module. 
:1.4.2 ~1()dt11e C()Ii1Ii1t111ical.ioll and Data Transfer 
A number of different rncthodR for iutcrmllllllUllication between the mod-
ules are possible. Eadl have a,]vantag"" and disadVlUltages and are "uited 
to different types of communication. 
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3.4. SYSTE1'.J LEVEL DESIGN 
Chan",,] 
'" ' Module A .. .. Module A ~I ' 
~G 
I, 




Mnrlul ~ Il Modnle n 
t ..... )l.loduk B ~. ;l . 
lcllannel Ml,Juk Cl 
(al I>le\hod A (b) MeU.oo II 
Figure 3 2: ColllmulJil'fl.tion via glob"" variabk'll 
Fig. 3.2 illustrates how communication may be achieved by using global 
vaziables. Method A uses a separate global variable for each c.ommuni-
tat.ion channel and also for each distind variable to b~ transfered. Eaeh 
channol p8t!SeS data in a single diw(tjon only. ll'luthod A is nut a good 
method for gen~rallllodule communication but works well for data tran&-
fer channels where the reading rate is higher than the writing rate and 
where old data can b<, discazded. 
1I1ethod B is a better use of global variables. A single module writes data 
to the variable which is then read by multiple other modules. Again, 
this method is not suited to high data rates and doc'll liot preserve old 
data. Mothod B is ,,-eli suited for situations where one module needs to 
communicate a single piece of informat ion with all other modulE'S. An 
example of thi8 is the application run level. A single module controill the 
"a!ue of the run level while all other modules rely on the ruIl level to 
ensure a c-ansistent running state throughout the appli~ation. 
Both method A and B rely on polling of the global variabl('S to ~ if the 
data hAA changed. 
Fullctionai glohals 
III LabVicw it is possible to implement global variables by creating what 
is call""'- a fimc t10nal global. ThiB iB eS8Cntially a global function wh""", 
data pt'I"8ist.s over multiple calls. Functional globals allow the implemen-
tation of a form of global variable which h[J,5 funttionality beyond that 
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21 ClIAPTER 3. mG SOFT\VAR~ D~SIGN 
of a norma.l glob ... L For ini3tance, by pladng all the function's code inside 
a case structure and making one of the functions lllPuts a case selector 
the global ca.n perform unlimited functions on it~ data, The most Wsic 
use of thi8 j~ to crea.t;p !l. global that. h"" ",ad and write modps II.S shown 
in Fig. AI. WhPIl t.he mode is rmd it simply passes the data t.o its 
out.put. Wh\'II the mode is write the function overwrites its ~ored data. 
with the data on its input. Obviously much more romplex fUllctionalIty 
can be achieved hy having lllore modes and by adding additional code 
to each case. For the write mode in the ahOlle elffilllple code could be 
added to COillpa;re the data ill the variahle with the data to iJ<' writt.Pll 
!l.Ild only update thp diffpreI!c,", or create a time-stamp that is upda\pd 
at the 8!l.IllP timp "" the data. 
Fig, AJ on pagp 105 8hows how thi8 is inrpl.emelll,ed in the code using a 
while loop "ith an uninitialized shift register to hold the data and a case 
8tru~1;ure to provide the differem modes. 
Module B 
,I > A )]'d' A 
Q Q 
Figure 3.3: Communication via llle>lSage queues 
Queues can be adapted to suit almost any type of communication. They 
provide the underlying 8trudure to tran8fer data, they do not overwrite 
old data, although can be lllade to by limiting the size of t he queue, 
they provide error information and they do not. require polling since they 
contain a means of notification 00 arrival of new data. 
Fig. 3.3 8how8 how queue's may be used to communicate between two 
module8. Ead! module h"" a dedicated queue from which it expects to 
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;1.4. SYSTEM LEVEL DESIGN 25 
receive commands. Since queue's are accessible globally by using their 
lmique r .. lerence it is p06Sible for any module to acCes.s the qUf'Ue of any 
other module and hence communicate with that module. Fig. 3.4a illus-
tra.tes how a queue is created and its reference stored in a global variable 
alOllg with its llame to provide PHSY a.ccess the queue references through-
out the application. "'Iodul"" can then a.ccess the qupue by retrieving its 
reference from the global "ari.hle, using the queue name to select the 
correct reference. and then obtain the queue "ith the referen~e as show 
in Fig. JAb. 
r' 
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1=: I 
(b) Queue use witbin "module. 
Figure~.4: hllplemellj,atioll of queue handling 
\\'hen qu .. ue's are crea.ted they can he oonfi,,'11red to use any data type, 
by creating a cluster of dlffen'Jlt data elements it is possible to transfer 
multiple data dements of multiple different typ€S. For communicatiOIl 
between modules it wa.s decided to use the data-type shown in Fig, 3.5. 
\\'ithin the cluster are a string and a variant '. The string contains a 
command or instruction for tht receiving module to execute while the 
varia.nt llli1.y oolltain any data that is required to perfonn that oommllJld. 
This is also shown in Fig. 3.5 where the string command is pa.ssed to 
'A variant oont!l.irul n"UeneiI rn.l" of any typ<o 
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CHAPTRR 3 TUe SOFTWARE DESTCN 
the selector of a case structurc. Tilat casc OOIlt1liliS tile code to convert 
the variant to its correct data-type =" to perform the fllIl("tion that is 
associated with that comn!;,,,,!. 





















. \fudllk ,\ ModlLic B Modul e C 
.... .. :..,..; .. 
~i'""","" ....,. ...... ..v .. - oN "" ... 
Figure 3.6: Database oommuIIi"ation 
The use of a centralised database has henefit" foc data transfer where 
data rates are Hot to{) iligh and where the data I100ds to he logged for 
access at later times. A "ood example of this would he slow temperature 
mouitoring and contro!. III this C68C a particular temperature would he 
read usin" a DAQ whid] wou ld write the da.ta to the dataLase alld notify 
any modules dependhlg oil the data that new data had become a\'ailable. 
These modules would then query tilC dMabasc to retrieve the data. This 
is illustrated in Fig. 3.0. 
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3.4. SYSTEM LEVEL DESIGN 27 
iI.4.iI Core Fuuctiow; 
There 1l.I"e a number of wre functions that. arc required by the system. 
These provide a means for retrieving queue reI'Prences, pushing data onto 
t he queue's, maintaining connectiollS to queues, storing and retrieving 
application settings, etc. 
The system has one dlV'mon that is responsible for maintaining the queue 
connections. ThIS is &hieved be keeping an open connection to all the 
queues in use. This daemon is the first process started by the startup 
procedure filld is the last. lJrU('!JSS to cud. It is a!so rc"pousiblc for any 
cleanup or other t ,,"1<::; that are r""1uired when the application shuts down. 
Que u" manager 
Fig. 3.4 shows how the queues arc created and subsequently <u;cesscd. 
Thi, functionality is provided by the functional glob"P that st.orcs the 
queue referellces. This functional global hall the following mode.s' 
... no-op - pcriorJ:[l;lIlO operation but. Lall be ,,>;cd t.o obtain the cluster 
of named queue reff'I"ences. It is also used when the function is 
called for the first time in order to initialize the queues and stOle 
their rcfcrenres. 
<- destrov - when the application is shutdown it is necessary to destroy 
the queues. This mode performs this function . 
... send -> module name - each queue has a. mode of this format i.e. 
'send -> module A', 'send -> module B'. These modes are used 
to send a command to another module. The functional global is 
called with the send mode for the receiving module a.nd passed 
the command and associated data which are then pushed outo the 
queue correct for that module by the global. 
Fig. 3.7 shows the structUle of the queue manage;: which can be coded 
all shown in Fip;. A.2 on pap;e 106. 
2""e Sec. 3.4.2, Functional ~lolMJ". 
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Send -> U()du1e A 
/ Que ue data / 
[ffirst call clusler 
Queue Cluster f ~ 
/ Qlleue namV Module 
""looule X" re ference 
Wri le data 
t- to queue 
Create Que ll~ 
Module B 
~referenc.Y' Oesll-uy .. Module C Destroy 
/ I QlI~lIe referency queu~ 
reference 
/ Queue dust; 
oul ul 
nu-up 
Figurp 3.7: Queup man&ger ~tructurf'. 
Application seLtiugs 
The application settings are stored in a .INl 3 file which is read at startup 
and writ·ten to whenever i'K)Uings are changed. The function that man-
ages the i'K)Uings is alw "" fuuctional global that reads the .lNlfile on first 
call and stores the seuings in a ciustf'I that is thf'lJ accessihl" whenevf'r 
th" fUlJction iI.; caUf'd. W"hen 8f'ttings are cll!Ulg~d thpy IllP written to thf' 
functiomJ global which in turn writ"" them to the .L"<I flip. 
;1A.4 Alafllls, Ev(~lIi,s ;-lIId 0<-1(,<-\ Logging 
National IlL5trumcnts providf' an ~dd-on modulf' for LahVif'w mllpd lhf' 
"data-lugging fl.IId 6upffi"Visury C(llJtrul" (DSe) module. This mooulp 
gives one aCCeSS to logging, event, and alarm functionality. Using the 
DSC module a set of tags are defined which represent process variwle!l, 
each with associated properties (alarm levels, data type, logging settings 
etc.)_ 
'Pronooncro dol-in-e< lile," file \ha~ h"" ~ .iN] eJ<\oosion..oo c-on1.Hi!l.'l c-onfi.gura-
lion inform"tion mored;o .. "dions thflt con\oin key •. 
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3.5. MODULE DESIGN 29 
llzotzo-logging 
The database srores the value of these tags as a trend over time. The user 
then has the ability to retrieve the current value of a tag or to retrieve 
its trpnd owr a (ertain period of time. In this application the Analog In 
modnle (Se.c . .1.5.2) mllflCts data and ""nds it to th" DSC module. At 
th" sillJle time it spuds out a notmcation that th""e is new data a, ... ilaLk 
The modules that rely on this data ca.n tlKon query the databaae for the 
neW data. An illustration of this is shown in Fig. 3.6. 
Each module also periodically updates a graph on jtB from panel that 
shows a trend of the variaLle(s) that concern that module. 
Alarm s 
Alarms flrP also handloo hy th" DSC module. Each tag hM a Bf't of 
alarm conditiolL'l. When an alarm occurs (the tag value BatisfiCE itB alarm 
cunditions) the DSC module notifies all functions that are waiting for an 
alarm causing them to retrieve the information about the alarm (type, 
value ptc). Each alarm is procflSsed by the module Bllsotiatpd with that 
tag however the Data Ownipw modul" (Sec. 3.5.9) provideB access to 
information all the alarms and also provides the ability to acknowledge 
alarms. Alarms are also stored in the database as part of the tag data. 
Possible alarms !UP Hl ill, Hl, LO, LO LO and EM Status. Oth"r allJIIll 
properties are alarm priority, dearl-band, and alarm message. Alarms 
can also be configured to auto acknowledge or to require user acknowl-
edli"ment. 
,> c 
• ..0 •• J 1-..Iodllle Design 
a.5.1 Overview 
Each module is baaed On the Same underlying design. Generally it is only 
the specific functionality that is different. 
T hp modnle (Od" is divided into two sections, code that prooosses USPJ: 
int"Jiace events and coop that perforlIlS thp module functionality. Thi.. 
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CI-[APTF:R:J. lUG SOFTWARE DESIG-'< 
is achieved by baying two &'P",,,-te execution loops. The reaSOn for this 
sepa.ra.tion is tha.t it pnJllidcs grce.ter ffexibility "nd hetter uSer inter-
face responsiveness The loop8 communicat.e by means of the module's 
message queue (Sec. 3.4.2) as shown in Fig. 3.8. 




, ....... . , , 
, 
Appli~atjO/l Loop 




w il d Protil~ 
ca,~ eXL'CUted 
Figure 3.8: Motiule overview 
User illterface event loop 
The user interfoce event loop contains" sinllJe e""nt ~tructure to c"tcit the 
events gencratL-rl by the user's interaction "ith the interf"oo. This L'vent 
~tructlUe is ,umilar to a case strue-ture in that it cxc<;utes a partie-ular 
portion of mde depending on the evellt~ tbat occur. Fig. 3.9 shows the 
basic function"lity of the event loop and Fig. A.3 on PRgC 106 shows 
" simplified version of the code implementa.tion for the intcria.cc event 
loop witb the event corresponding to a. ch8JIge in the rCfLCtor set point 
selected. 
The loop waits f<lr an event, if one o~,~urs before a. 8»"Cifipd timeout period 
then the event i~ proeeS><cd (code assigned to that event is CXL'CUtL-rl). If" 
Timeout OCcurs theu the loop executes def",ut code. This code eheds the 
matu8 of the module'8 queue and .usa the run leveL If the queue sta.tus 
is OK e.nd the rnn level is equ.u to 1 t.hpn it returns to the beginning, 
otherwise it ends. Fig. 3.9 show8 thi~ prO-<;e8S. 
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--< Woitfoc f ",.or c,'enl ~ 
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L4I .~. RUn!",? ,1 Cbeok ~Iobal , I .. , ;' pr"." '\im run ic",'c] I -
Proe<" U>C.f 
""o.t 
Figure 3,9: User interface event loop flow diagram 
Application loop 
The application loop contains all the code tbat provides tbe module with 
its external fUllctionality. The loop has a command queue (not to be 
confused. with the lliOdulc Illessage queue) that stOl"Cl; a fu;t of commands 
titiU to be executed and a case strueture which separates the code into 
ba.sic functions indudiug a default case to execute when the command 
queue is empty. 
tlg, 3.10 shows the b"",,ic functionality of the application loop. If the 
command queue u; empty, the default code is executed whidl queries the 
module'8 messag  queue for " new command. If the queue returns an 
error, the error handling care is executed, otherwise if a timeout occurs 
before" comma.nd is rrteived then a default command iJ; cxm:utml. If a 
command is received that matches one of the high level commaud ea.'lQ; 
then it is expanded into "8et of low level commands wbich are then placed 
in tbe command qneue, otherwise it i8 just placed in the command queue, 
This structure enables complex commands and command sequences to 
be performed whilst, maintaining 8imple and readable code. tlg. A,5 
8how8 a simplified ver8ion of the application loop code with the d~!(jult 
case selected. 
3.5.2 Analog Input and Counter Output 
These two modUle!; communicate with the hardware data acquisition 
(DAQ) ca.rd. The Analog III (AI) module reads in data ~Udl a.s the 
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Figure 3.10: Applicalion loop flo"'" diagram 
voltage produced by the (emperalUre probes. The Counter Out (CO) 
module writes data to the DAQ, specifically it controis the sta\.c and 
duty cycle of the counters that ~witch the heating clements on and off. 
Il is also resJXlfu;ible for generating the polling signal which pre,-ent~ the 
hardware from tripping out (Sec. 2.5). 
Both of their IlSCr int.crf&Cc>; display the niW data that is read or written 
ruJd buttons that allow the uset: [.(1 reset or lo stop the module. In b'Cneral 
operation, the user interfaJ'e is not displ~ved , only under debug conditions 
is it. accessible. 
In addition to t.he user intcrfu.cc event loop and t.he application loops d .... 
scribed in the previous scction, lhe AI illld CO modul"" lllwe a dedica[ed 
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3.5. MODU~E DESIGN 
to p,xecute without interruption. Th".,e I/O loop" are giveu a higher pri-
ority to ensure this. Figs. A.5 on page 108 and A.ti on page 109 show 
simplified wde for these I/O loops. 
The Al module a1<o procefil<"J> the data that it receives by performing 
some smoothing and filt.ering to reduce noise. Once data has been read 
and processed, \he module wri\es it to the DSC datah""e (Sec. 3.4.4) 
and Sf>llds a command to all other moduWs that dep<>nd on the data to 
inform them that there is llf>W data available. 
The CO module reads the duty cydes for each of its outputs from ded-
icated global variables which it tbpn writes to ~he outputs of the DAQ. 
The duty cycles are update once every se<XJ[ld. 
:1.5.:1 Syst em Overview 
The ~ystpm owl'vipw module iR the cpntrai intf>xfaoo module. It does 
nOl perform any external functionality but provides a~<'eS3 to all other 
Dlodule interfaces and displays the rig flow diagram wilh all the main 
variables giving the user an vp.rall viPw of the ~tate of the rig. This 
module also monitor~ the global alarm st atus informing the user of any 
current or unacknowledged alarms. 
From this iutpxfacf', the user may load other module intpxfae<>J> by Ul>ing 
the Dloose to cli~k on lhe portion of the flow di>lf,'TWll as8O<'iatPrl with 
that module. Fig. 3.11 shows the interf>l.Ce for the System Overview 
module. The buttollS on the bottom baI provide ~ to those modules 
not directly linked to lhe flow diagram, namely the VS]I'! module (Se<:. 7) 
and the Da~a Overview module (~. 3.5.9). The labeled and highlighkd 
are"" on lhe flow diagram (eg. H2, Feed ek) ad ill' buttons that provide 
the user with 8.l'''€SS ~o the other modules. Fig. 3.12 shows how the user 
interia"", of the whole system is structured. 
~ .. 'iA Gpn(~ral TpTTlpcraturp Control 
Four out of the five temp<>xature controllers do not require any advanced 
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:l.5. MODULE Db'SJGN 35 
modules perform basic PID control on their process variable. Their in-
terfaces displ>l.Y the instant>lJJ.L"DtiS temperature !l8 well as a trend of the 
to€mperaiure over time. The user has direct access t.o the PIO parameters 
which may be changed maJlually or by using an auto-tuning algorithm. 
The user may also enable or disable he>l.ting of that particular zone. 
Thc.sc modules arc equipped "'ith automatic shutdown if an alarm oc-
curs in the zone that they control. These modules do not. provide any 
temperature profiling capability. Fig. 3.13 shows >l. screen shot of the 
interface for these tempemture control modules. Fig. A.7 oll page 110 







Figur" 3, 13: Ceneral t.emperat.ure control interlace 
3.5.5 Advanced Temperature Control 
The reactor to€ruperature is coutrolled by this module_ It provides all 
the functionality described in the previous section whilst adding f\lllc-
tiOll.uity that allows the user to use temperature profiles to control the 
temperature of the re>l.Ctor. The manner in which it handles >l.!arlliS is 
also more advanced. Furthermore ~he user is prevented from he>l.t.ing the 
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36 CHAPTER ,1. RIC SOFTWARE DESIGN 
reactor until certain safety criteria have beeli met, namely that the water 
bath is on lUld is wiThin an ll.Cc~pt"hle temperature moge. The reason 
for thi; is to pTe'vent the re!l.Ctor heating from damaging I he VSIII coils4 . 
Fig. 3.14 "how" a screen shot of the Reactor temperature control module 
interface. This iuterface is reached by using the mouse to click on the 
reactor temperature iudicator on the interface of the System Overview 
Uludulc (Fig. 3.11). 
Re.Jllaor 
"1.0",, s t. .... 
~ ... '-.. 
Figure 3.14: Reactor temperature control interface 
The Sian and Stop buttollS on the user interface control whether <X not 
the module is active (ie. temperature control is taking place). 
Temperature profiles specify the way in which the temperature should 
WlIy over time. The user is ahle to ('rcate proflleI'J hy llEiup; the pmfil~ 
editor" which is laUllchcd by pressing the R,./I Editor button on the user 
interface. Once a profile hU8 been created the 1llier can load it into the 
temperature control module using the Lnad Profile hutton. The profile 
i~ displayed on a graph indicator which also shows the current pC6ition 
of the profile. When the user starts a profile, the first point is set to 
'""" s.,.,. 6.3 .3 for infol"mation on the <:>.Als, 
"""" s.,.,. 3.6.1 
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3.5. MODULE DESiGN 37 
the rurrent value of the rea<:tor temperature flond all the other points are 
adjusted to ensure the slopes of all the sections are maintained. 
When a profile completes, the temperature set-point is left at the last 
value of the profile. The user mlly stop flo profile at any time in which 
CIlclC the set-point is left at the current value of the profile. 
Fig. A.8 on page III shows a slightly simplified version of the code re-
sponsible for performing the lIdvanced PID ~ontrol. 
:Ui.6 \Vat.er Rath 
As the nfl-me sugge:3ts, the water bath module oommunimtes with and 
control8 the wfloter bath. The purpose of the water bath is to provide 
cooling for the VSM coih (roc &c. 6.3.3). The particular bath used 
for this rig is a Lfl-uda Ecoline series bath ,,~th an RE 307 thermootfl-t6. 
Communiclltion between the bfloth flond the software is achieved vill the 
RS-232 protocol and drivers for the bath were proviued by the bfloth 
manufacturer. Fig. A.9 on page 112 sl:Km." the porrion of oode used to 
update the wllter bath. 
The user interface for this module sho"." the current bath temperature 
and setting5 and allows the user to rhange the set-point filld settings that 
the drivers provide lICCess to. Initially the interfa.re had flo tabbed layout 
in order to provide spfl.Ce for all the setting controls lind to keep the 
intcrfw;e ,mduttereu. The first tab displfl-ving the sct-point, internal and 
external temperatures and bath status while the scoolld tab contained 
the contro1l and indicators for the advanced settings. Later the sccolld 
tab was removed siuce the settings contained in it are very rarely altcroo. 
The alarlllS ""oociateu with this module monitor the status of the bath 
and trigger if there is an error or if the bath temperature exceeds the 
spccifioo limits. These alarIllS arc monitoTL-u by the reactor module which 
will shutdown if they are triggered (all mClltiolled ill the previous section) . 
Fig. 3.15 sho,",'>; a s.cr<JCn shot of the Water Bath module interfru;e. 
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Figure 3.15: Wat.er Bath interface 
3.5.7 HPLC Pump 
This module is very similtl.!" to the previous uwduk. It communicates 
via RS-232 with the HPLC (High performance liquid chromatography) 
p\llllp aud providc:s t.he user with access to all the pumps settings Itnd 
readiugs. It~ iuterface is alwJ tabbed to decrease clutter lIJId emphasize 
the main setting.. and readings. 
Drivers for the HPLC pump were dooignerl to be obj<"<:t orientated and 
th",ir ftlnctionality was based on the communication specifications laid 
out in the pump manuaL Fig. 3.16 shows It screen shot of the control tab 
of the HPLC module interface. This tab contains only those controls and 
indicators of IUUlt inten'St. The settings tab contains ailrlitionaJ controls 
and indicators to provide access to the less seldom u!lE'd fllllctioruUily. 
Note that in this screm shot the pump is switched off and hence t.he 
controls and indicators ale disabled. Figures A.lO, A.ll and A.12 ~how 
the HPLC fnnctions and an example of their use in the module. 
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Fi~ure 3.16, HPLC pump module interface 
3.5.8 Mass Flow Controllers 
The software provided with the BC 154 power stlpply7 opens a commu-
nieation ,hannel to the unit which othc£ software on the computer can 
then a.ccc,;s using the DDE~ interface. Although this nmy seem overly 
complex, the low development and hardware cost made it the moot viable 
option. 
The "'!FC module therefore cmnrnunieate!J with thi8 DDE software to 
provide the user with access to the lIIFe's. Althoup;h there is a sin-
gle module to c_ommunicate with all four kIFC's, the user experienCC!J a 
separate pop-up interface for each "'Fe. Thi" WiIlJ done to simplify the 
user's interaction and to make it more intuitive. Eadl pop-up interface 
is accessOO by clicking an active area on the syst,em O\"Clview interface 
8.Ild shows the eurrent sct-point, fiow !I,ud valve state of that lIIFe, Fig. 
3.17 ShOW8" !l('Ieen "hot of the ':>'IFC dial~ that provide., control ovcI 
'd See. 2.4 
'Dynamio Dal .. ExclJ=g<. !!Il in'erpr",,"," commuIli""l ion (IPC) "y"'.IU buill into 
the Madnw.b, WindoWll. a.nd OS/2 oporatiIl!l "r'lan;. DDE oIIRbleJ! lwo lunniIl!l 
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10 CEi.4.PTER 3. JUG SOFT\VARE DES IGN 
the flow of hydrogen_ This dialog is launched when the user ll-';CS the 





Figure 3.17: MFC control dialog 
3.5.9 D<lt<l Overview 
The purpose of this module is to provide the user with access Lo all 
the dala simultaneously ill the form of trends and as a l'enlrallocatioil 
for alarlll adrtOldoo/;<'lllcnt. The interlace contains a t.rend graph on 
whiell My ("ornhinatioo of '=iabies may he shown gi,~ng the U!lCr an 
opport.un;ty to view relationships between the variables. 
Fig. 3.18 AAO"l> both of the tabs of the data overview interface. The 
optio,,"' tab allow the u..o,er to select which process '-ariablos to appear as 
trends on the Ireud graph. The Data lab shows the Irend graph and 
aJoo a table listing all the currently Mlive or un-acknowledged al=. 
Allowing the display of multiple variables on the Same graph gives the 
user the opportunity to view relatiooshil''' between the variablcs. 
Alarms may be acknowledged and ooilllllentcd by using the IDOlI8C to 
right-click on the appropriate row of (he table and selecting an action 
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Figure 3.18: Oat", overview interfa.ce 
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j) CHAPTER J. RIG SOFTWAR.E DESIGN 
3.6 Additional Software 
;{.().l Temperature Prolile Editor 
The temperature profile edit or is a sepaxate applicatiOll that can be called 
from the rea.ctor ~ontrol module. Its purpose is to allow the user to ellRily 
create, edit and save temperature profiles which can then be loaded into 
the reM-wr rontrol module and used to control the temperature. 
Telllperature profiles aIe stored as ill! array of dusters of two clelllents , 
a time-stamp ~nd a tempeTature. The time-stamp is lllCRSured from 
the start of the profile and the temperature value is the tClllpcIat ure at 
which the system should be at its ~sso ci!l.ted time-stamp. An eX!l.lllple 
of!l. tempeTature pTofile is shown in Table 3.1. This p<"ofile IIRSllmes the 
initial tcmper~ture to be 30" C. After 60 s the temperature shmlld be 
35° C and should remain there for 10 minutes before tooling back dowu 
to 30" C in a further 60 s. 
Table 3.1, Temperature profile example 
This formaot for the temperature profile suits the algorithm thaot executes 
it but requires considerable effort on the part of the user to create. The 
profile editor therefore allo\lIs the user to cuter the profile as a set of 
mmps and dwells. A ramp is a portiou of the profile b€tween which 
the temperature is changing linearly frOll one temperature to another 
and is specified by a ramp rot~ ,,"d a final tcmp.:.'1ntufll. A dwcll is 
a portion where the tcllper~ture is L"OllStant and is defined by a dwell 
time. Considering the saillC profile IIR "hmvn in the L'Xarnple, the rampo; 
and dwells would he RS follows: 
<l> Ramp frOlll current temp to 35" C at 50 Cjmin. 
<l> Dwell for 10 minutes . 
.) Ramp from current temp to 31» C at 50 Cjmin. 
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3_6_ ADDITIONAL SOF'IIVARE 43 
Note thAt none of the steps have an initial temperature defined. This 
means that each "tel' gL't" its initi.J temperature from the step before. For 
the first step, the initial temperature is set to the current t.eruper"tllre of 
the system which eliminates the need to wait for the system to reach the 
initial temperature of the profile. These ramps and dv.ells are converted 
to an arrAY of time and temperature dusters when the profile is SAVed. 
Additional functionality of the Application indude~: 
+ Display a graph of the profile . 
.)0 Allow the user to add new step" "t the front. back or A.U.ywhere in 
the middle qf the current profile . 
... Allow the user to c.J.i.t e"ch step without the need to delete it and 
add a new one_ 
Figure 3.19: Tempemture Profile Editor user interface 
Fig. 3.19 show~ the user interface for the Temperature Profile Editor. 
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"If email had boon arouHd before the telephone was invented, people 
would have said, 'Hey, forget email! With this new telephone invention 
I can actually talk to peoplel ' 
- Th~ E;J:txutiUf! Speech writer N ew.<letter 
45 
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11i CHAPTER -1. RESULTS 
4 .1 Trmprrat.llrr Cont.rol Prrformancr 
Fig. 4.1 shows the perlormanre of the reactor temperature coutroller in 
rtlSponse t.o " ~"tep input frmn 50"0 to 23000. The cont.roller exhibit>; a 
7'<''1"0 degrl'<.J o'·ershoot a.nd once I>et tled maillt "illS the temperat ure within 
U.5Q C!IS shown by the magnified gr1Lph (dotted curve with a.ris on right). 
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Figure 4.1: Rea.cto!" temperature coutrol 
Although the perfonna.nC€ of the other temperature controllers is llot 
shown they did meet the specificatioll~, that i8 they ·were able to h€at up 
to 300"C with" stability of +-5"C. 
4.2 Serial Communkation 
The computer oommuuicutes via RS"232 with the water bath, the HPLC 
pump and the /lIFO's. Soft;ware drivers were written for the water bath 
"lid HPLC pump. Theoo driven; eILabled the respective module to COllJ-
municate with and OOI..ltrol t be devica;. Initially some problems were 
experieuceJ wit.h the drivers for the HPLC pump whereby the !lOme of 
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4.2. SERIAL COMMUNICATION 
the setting>! on rhe pmnp ,,'me reSf" each time the HPLG modul~ W~~ 
started. 
As stated in Sec. 3.5.8, the control uf the IIIFG's was performed by send-
ing cmnlllllnds to R sonwo.re application provided by the mllnufRctllr~.r. 
Although thi5 systell1 worked well initially it ,,'as lliter discovered that 
wh~n this software is left running for extended period5 of time (more than 
II few hours) the applicatiun ceases tu function. Since the IvIFC's need tu 
be controller! over much longer periods of time Illld since control uf the 
MFC's requires only OCCasiOlla.l user input it was decided to manually 
control the Jl,IFC's. 
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CHAPTER 5. VSf,.1 BACKGROUND 
5.1 Basic Concept 
The vibrating sample magnetometer (VS:!>I) is a wdl estai,lished instru-
ment for mC!lSuring the magnctic propcrtif'8 of materials or more spccifi-
crilly for mCllBnring the hystf'rrni~ curve; of material,_ In 1959 Foner [14J 
pllbIiRhed a papcr giving" detailed deS<'ription of the design and oper-
ating characteristics of a vibrating sample magnetomE'ter. Hi., paper has 
J-><rll the starting point for t he design of m"ny VS~I's sin~e_ 
The principal behind vibrating sample magnetometers is Faraday's law 
whiP.h states lh"t an EMF is induced in a conductor by a time varying 
magnetic field. In VSM's, a sample is moved with respect to station-
ary pickup coiis (which is theoretically identical to the movement of the 
cails relath~ to the sample). The signal induced in the pickup coils is 
time dependant and can be measured by appropriate electronics. If it 
is assumed that the coils are stationary and that applied field ~, tim~ 
independent and uniform ov~r the range of motion of the ""-IIlpie, thCll 
we can say that E1>IF illdu('{'{\ ill the roils ~~ duE' only to tIlt' changing 
flux produ(,{,{\ by the moving sample. 
Based ou thf':8e ",""umptions it is possible work backward from the in-
du~ed ElIiF to get iuformation such as the fiE'Jd prooured by the sample 
lUld therefore its magnetisation for a specific external field. 
It should be noted here that in the past VSM's hav~ only been usod to 
measure external samples ie. silJllplf'8 that fIIf' not part of a rP-flction at 
the time of measurement. The significance of this is that this is the first 
in-situ VSM measureillent system. 
" 2 D. 
All VS~I's hav~ three common katurc_" "mcaru; of vibmting the R!lmple 
under consideration in a stable, periodic lDll.llIlPr, a set of station""y 
detection coits and an electronic system that allows the measurement of 
the signal induced in the detection coils. Some of the methods usm to 
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5.2. COMMON rJESTGN FEATURFB 53 
5.2.1 Vibrating 11echanisms 
In order to induce a current in t h~ pickup coil a reIRti,." motion b~tween 
the sRmple and th~ coil is r"'luir~d. Various different mea.ns of producing 
this motion a8 well a8 the characterist ics of the motion haw bc'Cn usc-d in 
the PBSt. Desired characteristics of the vibrating mech!l.IliHlli ar~ thRt it 
muves th~ s"mpl~ in a stahle llli<.Ilner "nd (h,,[[hi" motion iH reproducihle. 
Some of the mow common llK'thods arc listc-d below. 
0} Flanders £[ Doyle (1962) [12], JohR.ll8SOn & Niel""n (1976) [21] &nd 
Hoon & Willcock (1988) [20J dP.'.lcrilJ<, motor and crank arrange-
ments 
..;. Drake & lIartl&nd (l!173) [ll], lIoon (1983)[19J !l.Ild l\' iao:i et al 
(2000) [27] Plllploy vRriOU8 types ~lectromagnetic vibrators most of 
which are sinlilar in design to a 'loudspeaker' . 
..;. Oth"" techniques indudp using pi~7~lflCtric or pnl'Ulllatic devices. 
Hoon & Willcock point out that whilst inhernntly simple and mechani-
cally quiet 'loudsppaker' type d"8igns n,;ed to be carefully stabilizc-d and 
are prone to amplitude and freqUellCY drift in the long-ttlm. The traIl&-
ducer also needs to be able tn dissipate rdatively large lIlliounts of p""."r 
to provide sufficient displ&ccment or to move SRrnple !l.ITRngemnnts of 
reasonable mass. lI.Iotoc and crank dcsign~ are lliore oompl= rnechRn_ 
ically but very simple electrollica.lly and pro~ide oscillatiollS of ~t&ble 
amplitude and frequency over long periods of time and can sustain high 
inertial loads. 
5.2.2 DetectiorJ Coil Systems 
The purpose of the coils is to dete<:t the pres€nce of the time varying mag-
netic field produced by the moving sample. Apart from Fouer's paper 
[14J which touches briefly on various coil systems, but docs not prCHent 
auy analyses of them, there have becn a number of papers publishoo on 
the topic of coil design. Most notably, R Himplc dCHign uwthod bBSlld 
Oll rc..:iprocity was prcscntc-d by ~Iallinson in 1956 [2..~J. In his pap~r 
Mallinson discusses an optimal coil coufiguration "whm:c four id~nti~al 
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CHAPTF:R 5. VSllt BACKGROUND 
N-turn coils arc used, thus increasing the output, and ... providing in-
sensitivity to magnet or external field variations." He also dCSLTibes a 
transverse geometry which is used by Hoon & WiIlco<:t (19&1) [20]. 
In 1976 Guy [18] elaborates on Mallinson's design in a letter \witten in 
response to a paper by Bragg and Sociua (1976) [5] who offer a. complex 
anruysis of the EIIIF induced in VSlll ooil systems. 
Bowden {l972} [4] writes about coil design v;ith specific referenoo to 
those "mounted on conventional iron cored magnets". He also presents 
experimentru result showing a vcry broad saddle point for one of the 
arrangements he discusses. 
Other papers include a. detailed discussion of the general t hoory of de-
tection coil systelllS given by Pacyna. (1982) [29] which is takell further 
by Pacyna & Ruebenbaucr (1981) [30]. Ausserlechner et al (19!J.1) [2] 
prcscnts a theoretical discllSBion of pickup systems based On magnetic 
multi-pole cxpll.Ilsions. 
5.2.3 Electronic Systems 
In Foner's original paper [HI. he describes an electronic system whose 
functions are: 
"(I) to permit !l.Ccurate calibratioll of the sigllal output 
obtained from the detection coils, (2) to produce a convenient 
de output signal which is direct ly related to the input a.nd 
which Cll.Il be recorded (3) to provide sufficient amplification 
for high SeIlsitivity operation." 
Many different electronic systems can be designed to perform these func-
tions and will vary greatly depending on the physical design ofthe system. 
The common features in most systelllS are: 
-:- vibration control I generation 
1I1echanical vibration (motor etc.) is usually accomplished by using 
an inverter or dc motor drive while other systems use an runplificd 
signal from a signal generator to dri"" a. speaker type arrangelllent. 
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5.2. COMMal',' DF.$IGN FFdTURES 55 
4> synchronization between the \'ibration and thf' signal gf'Jlf'T!l.tro in 
the pickup coils 
Not all systems require this hut those thRt do use lock-in-amplifiers, 
phase lock loops or differential amplifiers aud phase shifters_ The 
purpose of this step is to isolate the signal of interest and improve 
the signal tu noise ratio . 
• :0 signal !l.Illplifica.t.ion and display / mcording 
In general the signal produced by thf' coils needs to he amplified 
in order to get it to a reasonahle !eYe! for IIlIlf\Surement or display_ 
The display / TecOTding of the signal can be perfomled by a variety 
of different components from OSi'illoscopes fUld X Y rocordeTs [141 
to microcomputers [201-
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VSlVI Hardware Design 
When a !min gOffllhrOllgh a tllnnel and it. gM.s dark, you don't 
throwaway the ticket and jump off. You sit still and trust tbe engineer. 
- Cunie Tn! Boom 
57 
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58 CHAPTER 6. VS:\l HARD\VARE D&<;lGN 
This chapter will discuss the physical aspects of the design uf this VS:\1 
system illduding an overview of the wil design by Krylov[22J, 8. simula-
tion of the expected ~ignal a.nd [.he electronic 5yst= used. 
6.1 Features <Inn SpcdfiC::1tions 
The panicular feallues desired for this vibrating sample magnetometer 
axe somewhat different compared to the requirements for a general pur-
pose VSIII due to the specific na.ture of the experiments to be performed 
aud the data that they require. Some of the specificatiollS for the sySU>JlI 
are listed beluv.' . 
... The coil arrangement should optimise "P8.CC usage to allow for the 
minilllUlll magnet pole gap and hence maximum field strength be-
tween the pules . 
... The e>--ternal magnetic field must be able to wry C<lntinuolII'ly be-
tW","Il -2 T and +2 T to allow for magIlCtic satUTation of typical 
rataJyst sa.rnples. 
+ The coil design should maximise the spnsitivity of too pickup coils 
whilst minimising any .,.!feet.. of sampJ., ofli<et. 
0) The electronic systems should amplify the signal tu illll-'l'O l'l' uaw 
acquisition performance. 
+ The plectronic systems should provide filtpflng to improve the Rignal 
quality. 
0} The mechanism used tu move the sample should minimise distur-
bances on the sample caused by excess vibration . 
• :. The system should provide" cooling mechani~Ill for the r()il~ to 
ensure they remain at a constant, luI'.' temperature. 
• 
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The cunstraints on the physical aspocts of the system are mainly related 
to space. In urder to enable the field to reach +-2 T it is necessary to 
haw a pole gap of less than 48mm. The magnet used in this iIl8trument is 
a Bruker B-E25V. This magnet produces a maximum field of 2.1ST with 
tapercd pole ra~ and an air gap of 40mm. The magnet is POWL'l"C..i 1"(y a 
Broker BTSPS ElP 1 2oo/60e5 power supply whirh h9.8 a ~ingle output 
channel rated at +-ZOOV, +-60A, 12KW with a load resisw.nce of 3.3 
ohm. The field is mefulured by a Projckt Elektronik Digital Tcslarrtcter 
FM 3000'. Photographs of the magnet a.re included in Appendix B. 
Since the entire coil and reac\ or arrangcment needs to be between the 
poles of the m"";lld this TL~luireIllcnt places "" serious cOll~tm.i:nt on the 
roil design~. A further space constraint stems from the requirement stir 
ting that the cuils need to be in a homogeneous field. The magnet used 
in this system has a circula.r pole face of diameter 140 mm. Fig. 6.1 
shcm"S the homogeneity of thc m,..,;nL'tic field betwcen the magnet poles 
muving radially outward from the center of the pole face. The graph 
sh=" that, fur,," field variatiun of less tha.n 1 %, the sample must rcmain 
within,," cirdc of radiu~ 45 mm ,,"nd wntcnxl at thc pole centcr. This 
mc8.IlS that the pickup coils must be designed to ensure that the sample 
remains within this region (mR.Iked IUl shaded <'ir!"!e on Fig. ). 
Ferromaglletic Material 
As described ill the previoUIJ chapter (Sec.5.1) it i~ aHsumed that the sig-
nal produced in the roils is solely due to the magnL"tization of ,hc s1illlple. 
It i~ therefore necessary to ensure that thc amount of ferromagnetic ma-
terial other than the sample that willl',eucratc a signal in the toils during 
a mClUlurcmcnt is kept to a minilUulU. It is possible to rcduw these cifc("ts 
by calibration but this is not thc d!)!Jirlxi situation. 
'The 'peci.llc~tiUIDl for the magn. t Me included in Ado,," PD~' formal O<l th. CD 
a<:comp"'Wing thi. \1>0..;;. 
' The de;ign of tho re,,,."to< i. boyond the ocope of thi. OOLUIllellt howe"", Mating _ 1.< of it are di..c\~ in s"c. 2.3. 
' . 59 
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CffAPTF:R. Ii, VS\f HARDWARG DESlGN 
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Figure, 6,1: Variation of Ill,,!\'ndit fidd "'''I' po]" [,J.('". Fidel Sd to maxi-




Figure 6,2: Magtwt pole face showing dimensions and tl,r~a of lIrufonll 
fiAld, 
Telllperature 
The high lempemtllms re<.J.uired oy th~ reaction introduces anoth~r con-
straint since th" wire lJS(,j to constmd Hte coils has a maxirullm ovcmt-
in;>; tempcratur" of 2',fY'C ,,11m'e which the wire's "nilllld co"tin!\' mdts. 
It is UwrdDrc n"",,"SIl.ry f(J£ t hc temp<'mtur<' of t.he wi!.,; to reIlla.in low. 
In order 10 a~hievc this som~ tooling must o~ proviu('d for lhe coils. 
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6.3. PlIYS1CAL DESIGN 
6.3 Physical Design 
Thls IleCtiou looks at the physical aspects of the VSM design, namely 
the design of the pickup mil system, the coil cooling and the method 
for moving the sample. Results from a simulation of the expected signal 
induced in the coils is also included. 
0.3.1 Coil design, Construction and Simulation 
nf'Sigll 
The coil design was done by L Krylov [22] from tbe University of the 
Western Cal"'. His design produt:Cs a similar results to Mallinson's [25] 
design although his process i~ slightly different. He approachell the design 
by aniilysing the flux through a single turn coil due to a magnetic dipole 
pl<l.!;oo a distance x ",way frOll! the plane of the coil and whose axis r1lllS 
tbrough lbe center of tbe cuil "'" Bhown in Fig. 6.3. 
, 
" , 
Figure 6.3: Dipole flux through single t urn mil 
Ha"ing produ<;ed an expression for the the flux through the mil his u=t 
step ill to =IlW '" density ofturll8 Ii and to c",kuiate the flux for a mil 
of inner r&dius RJ and outer radius ~, For the range of values of RJ 
and R>2 tll<lt are practical in this Ga.'lC, ba.'lCll on die constraints srat.c-u 
above, he shows that the single tum approximation is vlITy good aud ~1Ul 
be used for funher cakulations. 
Using this approximation he numerically calculates the flux through the 
coil when the dipole has been shifted from the x-axis (which passes 
through the coil center) by a distance y. This calculation represents 
a single frame in the motion of ~he dipole. The calculation is performed 
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62 CHAPTER 6. VSM ILARDWAIlE DESIGN 
for the ca;;c where the riistanoo b<?'ween I,he dipole [jj]d the plane of the 
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Figure 6.4: Flux vs Displacanem 
From Fig. 6.4 it can be soon that th~ maximum flux change OCClirH 
when .he dipole i;; displaC€d by a dist[JJlGe 1i "" 2.4. Thus for maximum 
IlCllsitivity the dipole should oocillflte abollt Lhe center of the coil with a 
maxlullun displocempDt equal to 2.4R. 
He then goes OIl t.o discuss the "dv"Ilta~es of lIsing multiple coils. First 
he pla,ces [J, Sl.'Conrl eDil in the Ha.rne plane 80S The fir;,-j- with the cent.ers 
of the two coils separated by a diHH\ll<:e 2AR (roe Fi~. 6.6 for concept). 
With the ooil;; OOflIK'ct.cd in fWries, the movement o[ " dipole vertically 
PBSt the ('Oi\;; rallse8 the tot.al flux bein~ linked Ly t.he two ('Oils to be as 
HhuWlI in Fig. 6.5. Notic~ that frum peak tu twugh , the flux variation is 
dOllble thar uf a single roiL 
Figure 6.5: Flux through T.WO coils connected in series 
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ILl PHYSlCAT, DESIGN 
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Pigure 6.6: FilIal coil arraugement and wiring. 
~'inally, by adding another t\1,'O coils opposite the first two, all showu 
ill ~'ig. 6.6, he describes a compeIl8ating arrangement very similar to 
Mallill8On's !25]. This arrangement reduces the effect of variatiollS in 
the external field and aJso improVe<l the usability of the instrument by 
removing the need to exacliy p06:ition the sample between the two ootIJ of 
coils since the sum of the perpendicular disumces to each 5L't of opposing 
coila will always be equaL 
Krylov chOO8e8 the final dimen..'lions of the coils as shown in Vig. G.7. 
Cunstructiun 
The coil bobbins Were manufactured out of alwninium loy the depart-
ment's mc"Chankal workshop to the specifications shov.1i in Fig. 6.7 above. 
To meet the design specifications of 10 000 turns per coil, O.OG mm emUll-
eled copper wire Wa.3 \l8ed as the winding. In order (0 wind coil" of such 
high turns and with such fiue wire it Wall necessary to design and coll-
struct a coil v.inder. 
The coil winder coo"i>.ied of " DC motor fitted with an at tachment w 
allow the coil bobbins to he fixed 1,0 the motor rode, a hardware interface 
to allow the speed of the motor W be controlled by the computer alld a 
~'Yb'tem to generate a pul><e for every full rotation of the motor. Initially 
(d.
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a Btepp~r motor was ~u to guide th~ wir~ onto th~ coil however the 
Btq'lwr motor was not able to mO\~ in fi~ "nough Bt~ps to produce 
smooth windings. Th replace thio:; the wire was guid"d manually. In 
order to prevent too wir" from sna.pping the wire reel w>lS mOlmtPci on 
bears to allow it to rotate freely. Finally s software sys\<'nl was written 
to control the Epeed of the mot.or and to count the number of turns. The 
software varie:3 the speed of the motor in the following manner: 
1. From stanustill slowly accelcrat., th~ motor (to pre\~nt the wir~ 
from snapping) to full speed (25Hz). 
2. Aft~r 5600 turIlB slowly dt<ed.,rat., th~ motor to 2 Hz. 
3. nemain at 2 Hz until 7000 turns and tht:n ~op. 
A number of tria.! attempts were required t-o a.chie\~ find the 'best se-
quence. As step 3 slstes, the coils were only wound up to 7{)()() turns. 
The re3}lOn for this is thst due to poor uniformity in th" winding.'l (C(UJ.'led 
by manual guida.n~e of tb" win') th" volun", talrr>n up by th" windings 
exceeded th~ volume calculat~d in Ill., roil <.\t:.>:;ign. This did not cau,;., 
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6.3. PHYSICAL DESIGN 65 
any problems however since the only effect Willi to reduce the scnffitivity 
of the system. 
The number of turIlS w"" counted using !I.ll op"'lue disk that contained 
"single notch. Thi,; disk WHS "ttRChed to the axle of the motor and also 
placed 00 Illi to interrupt the infra-red be8.Ill of an infra-red emitter I 
receh'er pair. Thus during a rotation the beam would be be broken until 
the 1I0tch in the disk allowed the beam to reach the receiver genefflting 
a pulse which is fed to the digital input of the computer. 
To provide"" mOre robust means of connecting the coils to the rest of 
the measurement system a 10 em piece of 0.5 rum wire "."" soldered onto 
each end of the coil windings. The solder joints were gluc-d onto the 
mil to ensure that no additional. tension wa.'l put on the fine wire of the 
windrngs. 




• y .. 
M 
(~) DiltlenliullS (b) Cal ",irin~ 
Figure 6.8: Simulation arrangement 
Based on the design discussed in the previous section !lIld by evaluating 
some of the mathematica.l expressions given by Krylov it was possible to 
numerica.lly simulate the signal that could be expected from the pickup 
coils. The purpose of the simulation Wall to investigate the effect of 
various different dimensions on the final shape of the signal. Fig. 6.8 
shows the arrangenwnt for the simulation. As in the above section we 
use the caoo where x -=> R. )'R is too separation of the two coils. The 
displacement ofthe dipole (y) is meallured from the center ofthe left hand 
coil and its units are the same as that of the coil radius (R). The starting 
and end position of the dipule Can a.lso be varied to allow investigation 
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66 CHAPTER 6. VSM HARDWARE DESIGN 
of other effects of the sample movement. It is l\S8uOI"d that th" dipole 
mOves sinusoidally from its start to end poim and back again. The "ignal 
is calculated as follows; 
dF dy dF 
-, -~- OC V 
dy cit cit 
(6.1) 
By multiplying appropriately sca\"d and shiftl'd functions of ~, flux V" 
displacement (Fig. 6_4) and 0/,-, the wlocity (lISBurned to be ~inlLSOidal), 
the shape of tire signal pTOduoo:i by the ooil" C&II be calculated. 
Fig. 6,9 ,mows the results of runniug t he simulation for six different 
scenarios . 
... Fig. 0.9" i;; what Olle wOl~d expect fOT ... b,,-,j.em wherE' the "pac-ing 
bf'tween the coil;; i" betweeu 1!R Ilnd g.SR A.Ild the dipole move~ 
precisely b<>lwf'f'.ll the coil ceutre". 
0} In Fig. 6.9b the dipole motion is of the same amplitude all before 
but its centl'T has been shifted causing an asymmetric signal. 
... In Fig. !l.ge the motion i~ again centered about th" two coil center.; 
but the amplitude of the motion i;; greater than AR ie. the "ample 
mOVes past the coil centre~. 
+ In Fig. 6.9d the dipole lIlOVes between the centers of the coils but 
the coil displacement has been increaBed to )'R = 3R. 
<- Fina.lly Figs. 6.ge & 6.9f "how the combined effect of the abO\'e 
scenarios. Notice the asymmetry in Fig. 6.Df cau:"ed by the oflliet 
motion, the individual effect of which is shown in Fig. 6.%. 
It should be noted that the effects of mutual inductance or coupling 
between the coils was not investigated in either the design or simulation. 
6.:1.2 Samp!t~ 1.JOVPHlPTlt 
In order to induce a vollagf' in th" coils If'lalive motion between the coils 
aud the ",unple is required. Some of the documented method" used to 
produce this lIlotion are described ill Sec. 5.2.1. 
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6.3. PHYSICAL D&SIGN 
One of the specifkat..iollS stated ab<Jve was to provide a mee-hanism for 
moving the sample that would minimize ally forces on the sample. The 
I"I" ... oon for thill is that the samples to be measured by tbis instrument 
are delicate in that large vibrations would change the physi~Bl stru"ture. 
This means that the sample has to be moved smoothly which rules out 
the option of having high frequency vihrations. As the sample will be 
moving slowly and the induced signal is proport..ional to the velo("ity it is 
therefore nocessary to ensure that the amplitude of movement gives the 
largest chauge ill flux to inmJ88e t.he SI".Ilsitivity of the instrument. In 
the previous se .. tion it was stated that for the largest change in flux the 
sample should move bet\\"een the centers of coils separated by a distan"e 
of appI"Wcimately 2.5 times the radius of the coils. For the dimE'.IlsiollS of 
this systE'.Ill the sal.Hple noods to move a. tot"l \'ertical distlU100 of 37 .5mm. 
The final design of the system used to provide thill large mot..ion is shown 
in Fig. 6.10. The follo\\"ing points should be noted about the design; 
.:. The reactor damp is made of aluminium since it hall a law mass 
»nd hem'e requires Jess force to be moved by the motor. Aluminium 
is alilO non-magnetic. 
{. The fork d(l!Jign of the I"I".actor damp ensures a. minimum amount of 
aluminium between ille poles of t he magnet . Although aluminum is 
not magnet..ic, large eddy currents are indul"ed in it when it is moved 
through ,," magnetic field. Not only does this cause interference with 
the signal from the sample but it alilO increases the amount of work 
needed to move the re&ctor. 
-:- The handle of the fork is fixed in place but can rotat..e vertically. 
-:- The fork is oscillated vertically by WeallS of an arm attached to a 
ro1ating cr""k. The ~rank is rotated by a geared e\eC"tric motor. 
-:- The motion of the reador is not completely \'ertic"l, but in fact 
t"'''e!J a sm"ll lU"" of a circle CE'.Iltered "t the pivot point. The cal-
culated error in the s"mple ruotiOll due to this is approximately 1% 
of the total \Certi~"lmotion (~alculated as the ratio of the horizontal 
displacement to the vertical displ1U,ement of the sample). 
' The induced current pmduced in tIle conductor alw"y" flow, in ~ di=tion such 
that it oppooe. the ehange that i. producing it (L""" .. , la,") and hcIl<X" pwduccs "-
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68 CllAPTER 6. VSM HARDWARE DESIGN 
... The frequ~nc}' of O!ICillation of the lllOtor is 1375 rpm wh€n powered 
by a 50 Hz supply. When gchlcd down by the 7.5:1 g€ar results 
in the sample arIll oscillating at a maximum frequeucy of a.pprox-
illlately 3 Hz. By lJIJiug lI.Il inwrtef til<". fr""!uency of the illotor"S 
PO'/i'ef supply and therefore the frequency of the sample arm oscil-
latioIlS eM be controlled. For this system it was decided that the 
sample ann should oocillate at a frc'qucncy of 2 Hz . 
... The aJ]1plitude of oscillatiolls ill 37.5 mill w!tidl is thP. distance 
between the C£'nt.ers of th€ pickup cOlis as shown in Fig. 6.7. 
(i.:1.:1 Coil Cooling 
Due to the dose proximity or the reactor heating it is necessary to cool the 
coiLs to ensure that t1wy remain at a low Wrnp.ml.ture. This i.s a.cmeved 
by mounting dlP. coils in M aluminum block through whkh cooled water 
is pUIUp€d. In Fig. 6.11 the cooling block is label~d while Fig. G.12 
shows the piJWs that supply the cooled water to the block. The water is 
cooled Ly a water Lath which is described in &-c. 3.5.6. 
6.4 Electronics 
Fig. G.l3 sho,,;s the path of the signal [rom the coils to tile COlllputer. 
All signal carr}ing caLle is coaxial cablp. with the shielding groundp.d. 
6.4. 1 Amplification 
In order to provide the Lest possible signal to tl>tc data acquisition riled 
Ul<' 6ignal is amplifi€d and filtcrc-d Wore being ""lit to the computer. 
Tl>tc amplification takes pla.ce in IWO stages, OOe before and one after 
the filtp.r. The fifEt a.mplifier 6tage amplifies ,he signal by a bctor of l() 
and the second stage hy a fac\or of 2 making the overall amplification 
A x B = 20. This results in a signal whOS<.'. maximum vari<"S h<?tWOOIl OV 
and 5V depending on the sample and field strength. The. amplifica.tion 
is p"'.rfonned by t~'O Tekt-ronics 11.1.,1502 differential amplifiers. 
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The raw signal remrded from the pickup coils is made up of three main 
components. The component of interest is \he signal induced in the coils 
by the moving sample. The other two components are firstly 50Hz noise 
caused by the reactor healing and by the mrrent pasging through the 
magnet coils and secondly low frequency noise caused by the m"l,'IIet. 
Although the 50Hz Mise should oot alfect the signal from the sample, 
since it is separated by frequency and the time domain recording is not 
used directly for any calculations. it Wa.'l decided to low pass filter the 
signal prior 10 recording it. The reason for this is that the time domain 
signal. is displayed on the user interface and may also be used to u.s a 
me8.1lS to determine if t.he system is working correctly (by noting the 
signal. shape). The low frequency noise produced by the magnet lllliy 
not be filtered out since it is in the same frequency range as the signa.! 
however this did not cause allY problems since the level of this noise is 
iow enough to ignore (5Bc &~. 1'L3 for more details). 
The filter is a ~ombination of 50Hz nokh filter and a 4th order low pass 
filter. The low pflSS section of the filter has its 3dB point at 1,5Hz and 
was designed to have Butterworth characteristics. The filtcr design was 
taken from [341. Fig. 6.1:-1 shows where the filter fits into the signal path 
and Fig. 8,7 on page 96 contains !1<--tual recordings showing the effect of 
the low pass filter on an un-amplified signal. Fig. E.2 in the Appendix 
shows the circuit diagram of the filter. 
6.4.3 Synchronization with Sample I\lovement 
As a fnrther attempt to improve the si,,"nal to noise ratio (SNR) the 
acquisition of the signal was synchronized with the sample movement to 
enable the averaging of successi,.., data ca.ptllTllIl. This method was later 
discarded since the SNR was acceptable and taking multiple capturoo for 
a'1Jraging increased the measurement time by too large a fll"tor. 
Note that without some synchronization or a reference signal it is only 
pc>flsible t.o find the amplitude of the sample magnetizatK>n a.nd not its 
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70 CHAPTER 6. VS.\! IIARDWARB DBSIGN 
In this system the samples to be tested are of known typ" and theTpioyf' 
the dindion of magnetization C1lJl be assumed. 
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Figure 6.10: Reactor movement 
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Figure 0.11: Physkallayout sille vic'W ("!iced through center). 
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VSM Software Design 
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,G GH.1PTER 7. VSM SOFTHJl.RR DF.BIG,V 
7.1 Overview 
This chapter describes the design of the software that forms pan of the 
vibrating "ample magndometer in"trumentation Hy~t.em. Although this 
ooftware W!l6 int('grated with the rig software to form asingle application, 
it is de8cribPd seyarately sinel! its functionality is compl!!tHly distinct from 
the rig software. 
In this chapter we start by looking at the software sJ>!'£ificatioI18 and the 
design proces8 bPfore moving into the adual design and imyIellllmtation. 
Since the controlling of the magnet is part of this sof'ware there i8 a 
section d€scribing it. At the end of the chapter th~re are two 8hort 
sectiOllS each describing an additional apylication. The><e Were written 
to perform additional functions, nalll€ly edit the data recorded by this 
software and provide a mean8 of \I,riting and error checking recipes_ 
7.2 Specification 
The VSIII ~oftwfll'e is re><pon"ible for performing ma.gnetic me!l6urement~ 
on the Hample using the hardware described in the previous chapter. 
This means that at the moot basic level it has to h!! able to control 
th~ magnet and measur~ the voltage induced in too pick-up coil:. by the 
moving sample_ Thi~ would allow th~ U,;er to ylot the hy"teresi" curve of 
a 8ample but would make it a very laborious task. It is tlwrdore desirable 
for th!! ooftware to perform automated measurements requiring as little 
user intervention as possible. The module should therefore be able to do 
the following: 
-+ Communicate with and control the magn!!t. 
-+ Control the movemeut of the "",nllie. 
-+ II leasure t he voltage indured by the sample in the coil:.. 
... Generate a single number indication of the sampl~ magndisation 
for a Hpecific applioo fi~ld basoo on thp. mcordoo ~i gnaL 
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7.3. DESIGN PROCESS 77 
-} Enable tbe UBn' to cu~"iom~ the automated mca.,urement seq~noes_ 
.:. Record all relevant data to disk. 
7.:1 Design Pro!:ess 
In designing this application, the =t specifications were not well k!l{)wn 
when development stllrtcd . This made it impossible to perform a once 
off system design. It WfIB thus necessru:y to design the sysl.em from the 
bottom up, implementing and testing each stage and slowly building the 
full application as the system ~cu.nle ~tter understood. 
The following steps were taken in implementing this appliCll.tiOll: 
1. Develop and test drivers to communicate with the mu.gnet. 
The drivers for rhe magnet were built ba.<;eci on the instruction set 
laid out in the magnet documentation_ 
2. Build u.n initiul test al>i,licu.tion to give mallual colltrol over all 
&;pects of the system. 
This initial "ppliC!l. ion !l.Howed the system to be experimented with 
in ocder to get an understanding of how the system would work u.nd 
provide" platform from which to develop the next prototype. 
3. Iteratively develop u.nd test sUcce&'live versions of the softwlU"e, re-
fining it at each slage_ 
This iterative proOOSB of prototyping prowd very successful in al-
lowing the understanding of how the system would ewntually op-
erate to develop along wit.h the appliC!l.tion. It also provided a good 
platform from whirh to t.est and improve the h&dware systems_ 
7.4 Software Layout 
The VSllI control module is de>igned in the same way a." the modules 
d"'~libed ill Sec. 3.5_ Like the Alllilog III ami COUllk!: Out U1odnle~, 
this module also contains three Inops. One loop processes user interface 
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78 CH.1PTER 7. VSM SOFTWARE DESIGN 
contains erif'rnal functionslity. Fig. 7.1 giVIlIl " glll.phica] overview of 
the V3M module showing the three different, loopll and some of th" func-
tionality that ea.ch performs as well as the communication channels that 
p.xi~i between the loops. 
Inle~f"cc neRI ."up I Application loop 
'Process user intertac~ ~vents "Request data from user 
oHandle error$ 
"Load recipes from disk 
J\.I c"su rcmcnlloop 
• Initialize Jiles for wriling 
° Pcrfonn safety checks 
- Control motor 
• Manage visibility and enabled state 
' Control magnet 
affront panel controls 
°Pass recipes to Mcasurcmcnlloop 
• Record data 
• Process dala and write to file 
• Pass errors to application loop 
Figure 7.1: VSM top level diagnun 
The communication bet"~n the loops is performed using message queue'8 
{see Sec. 3.4.2 regarding message queue's} which are cOllilistent with the 
rig software design and made integration of the two applications very 
simple. 
Fig. 7.2 shoW}; au example of how a tBllk would occur in the soft,,·are. 
The functionality Hhown in both Fig. 7.2 and Fig. 7.1 is described further 
on in this chapter. 
7.5 }"lagnet Cuntrol 
A~ the Hpecifications far thi~ software state, the magnet 8hould be con-
trolled from the ""ftwilie interfil.Ce. Although the magnet may be 0p-
erated without the aid of a computer, the computer provide.; the urer 
with a single point of control and allows the a.utomation of the measure-
ment procp.oo. The magnet is operated in field control mode (as opposed 
to current control) and the field is measumd by means of a hall probe 
situated in the centm: of the pole [il.Ce. Communication with the mag_ 
net is performed by using the RS-232 protocol via the computerH ""rial 
4  PI Il
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7.5. MAGNET CONTROL 
IIl'c.rf"c loop 
!.ood ,"cit>< 
huttoo p,.. .. <d 
Figur~ 7.2. VSM fiuw ~xampl~ 
ports. The basic commands llsed tu cummunicate with the mu.gnct are 
all follol'1l: 
+ Set mode tu field contrul I current control. 
-$- Set pOWf'X 01) I off. 
"'" Set field I curmllt !'let point. 
-$- R"ad field I current value. 
Advanced cOlInnands allow 'eading uf the magILet e[to! locks and state 
information, programming cycl ..... and cleaxing eITOI"s. Siuoo no software 
was prmided with the magnet it w"", nBCf'RI"BIY tu write a fnll ,;et of 
drivers b"""d on the information ill the magnet documentatiun. 
Initial testing of the magnet revealed the built in control of the fipld to be 
very poOl" producing large ovf'xshoots and ,,"cillations. Since the"" oocilla.-
tions produce "n1J,;idi..,.y hy"tf'x""i~I within the sRmple ,·an"ing inaccurate 
meastlremf'.nt of the oVf'xall h}'l't<'re"i" it i" ,,,,,,,,,,-.ary to irupleIllellt ""rue 
method of smoothing the control to en"Hre that the fif'Jd, mIce illcmasing 
dOOfl not decrease 1Jntil it reache~ the maximum field alld ~i~a_versa.. 
This was achieved by expon,mtially Btepping the set point from the cur-
rent field to the de~ired field. Tl>c following cude "haws the algorithm 
that pf'rlonllS this ~moothing. 
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80 CHAPTER 7. VSM SOFTIIJ\.RE DESIGN 
SP = De,ired / final set point. 
F IELD (n) = lutpTInediat" step to get to SP. 
F IELD(O) = The initia.lfi,,]d. 
s uarpness = Shatplle:;S of curv", 0 < ,hllIpnes8 < 1. The 
sma.lI",", th" value of the sharpuess, the smooth"r th" tr •. llsi-
tion b,,,tween the current fj<>ld and the set point be<'omes and 
the number of intermediate steps required incre1l.'leS. 
# while the intermediate step is further away from the set 
JXlint than 0.002 calculate the next set point as a fraction of 
the difference between the current set point and the final set 
point. Ensure that the minimum step sire is O'[Xl2. 
"\VHIT,F. (SP_FTF.LD(n) > 0.002) { 
} 
step = (slmrplless)*(SP-FIELD(Il» # calcu-
late the ma,.;nitude of th" llP.xt intermediate "tep_ 
IF (step >= O'(Hl2) THEN # check that the 
step is oot ]pJ'Ol thaD 0,002. 
FIELD(n+l) = F'IELD(n) + st ep # 
calculate the nm(t set point by adding the 
step to th  previous set point. 
ELSE 
l'IELD(n+l) _ FH;LD(n) + 0.002 
FIELD(Il+ 1) _ SF # set the l",,-t ""t point to the value of 
the final ",,\ point. 
The r".sult of this algorithm is shown in Fig. 7.3 for various differPnt 
shalpnes8 values where the initial Ii"ld is SPt to ;wro (FlELD(O)=O) and 
the desired set point is set to one (SP=l). Notice that the step sire is 
limited to a minimum of 0.002. The reason for this is that 0.002 is the 
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7.6. DATA ACQUISITIOIV ANI) PROCP,sSING " I 




I " 0< , 
""f" / r'.~ ... _./ 
Figure 7.3: Field oontrol smoothing 
This algorithm alone was not suffidcnt to prevent any osdllations since 
the field would obviously oscillate about each of the sub-set points. III 
order to prevent this O'lcillation the magnet was not permitted to settle 
at each intermediate point but instead, as the field rea('hed the set point, 
the set point was changed to the next set point, So the process is as 
follows: 
1. &t field to first sub set point. 
2. As the field rea('h~'S the set point, and o,-crshoots it, set lick! to 
next sub set point. 
3. Repeat step 2 until the fmal set point i:; reached. 
Fig. 7,4 shows the final result of smoothing the field control cOlllpared 
to the built in comrol. 
7.6 Dat,a Acquisition and Processinp; 
The following data I/O is required by the VSM software: 
L Recording of the signal from the ~oil (analog input). 
2. Comrol of the motor used to UlCiliate the sample (analog out). 
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CHA.PTER 7. VSM SOFTIVARE DES1GN 
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Figure 7.4: Field mncrol eompRIiwn, the effect of smoothing. 
Unlike the rig modules which rely on d€dicll.ted DAQ modules foc their 
data I/O, the VSM software preforms its own r/o_ 
The signal from the pickup coils is recorded at a rate of 1024 samples per 
second. Although the frequencies of interest in the signal are low, less 
than 10 Hz, the resolution was kept high in order to be enable pinpointing 
of noise S01lJ"Ces aud also get good time data for documeutation. Iu the 
futurt' the samplp rate may b.. decrea.<lCd to as low as 20 Hz (Nyquist rate) 
without significant impact oil the accuracy of thp results providing that 
thpre RIP sufficicut saJlLplcs ncar the fundamcntal fn·qurucy to cnablp its 
magnitude to be accurately calculated 
In order to improve the signal to uollie ratio of the signal (the noll;c 
being doo to random noise at low frequencies) and to imJll'ove the actual 
frequency resolution, 8 seconds of data are recorded for each data point. 
This data is then windol'l--ed using a scaled hanning window and theu zero 
padded to further improve the fr€qooncy resolution. Fig. 7.5 shows the 
windowed data and the effect that padding and windowing haB on the 
po"..,r spectral dpru;ity of the signal. 
Once the data has been windo"..,d and padded, thp po,"'mr spectral demMy 
(PSD ) of the time data is calculated. From this it is possible to obtaiu 
an indieation of the magnetization of the signal sinc.e the PSD shows the 
po"..,r JlI'esent in the signal at difI€rent frequencies. By assuming that 
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(b) Effe<:' ofradding and windowing 
Figure 7.5: The e1Tec~8 of wimiowiIlg amI PaUUiIlg 
Si";ll,u fll; that fwq uellCY i, U"'Il "" measlln, of th<' s""-1lpk 's lllagJj{'ti~ a.tiou. 
'111is is the vaille that is useu to plo~ the hystcrcoi" l'llrVe of the sample, 
Clearly tIli.; gr"ph is therefore not a tme GIl ~urve sine'e this yai.lle is 
uot ~h~ lidu gellerateu by tIle sample_ JJ owever, sine" the relationship 
bNweeu the fielu E!JlU lhis valu~ i8lin~ar, aud SillCO'" th~ a~tual fi~ld value 
is IlO~ requiroo lJy thi8 sysl~m, this graph is suflki~nt (tlw a~lual valu~ 
~au 1-* found lJj' appropriM~ly calibrl<\ing thp system) 
Fig_ I_U shows fl. lypic".l SO"Ql]~n~ of pwnts for gPlwrfl.tin1'; fl. singl~ dMa 
point including th<' rlisplfl.yin,.; of riMa anrl writing data to rlisk. 
7.7 Configurable Measuretnent Sequences 
In ord<'c to allow ~he u"'" to Cllll nlllltiple UiIT<'H'llt m~asurel1lents on ~h" 
"yslem amilo be able ~o cUotOl1li"" the".,. measllrellleIl~S it was uKiueu 
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Figure 7.6; Typicni IDwrciill1'; .DquellCc 
to dfwlop a recipe system. this system ciivicies a mel",mremeut. illtn 
a '""t of di'crete steps wlnc-h (-au be eXDCuteri ill ~llV orri{'L The uS€r 
~ombines thtse step> to form a Ille~~ureIllellt ~{~Il"'llCC t.he.t ii' then i'av~d 
~~ a rec-jIW. Wh~n a I'tcipe is loaded nmi ~.ctiyatDrl. the sVi'S ~re execur.l'rl 
oue ~ft~r fl.llother 
Each step ill a recipe is mA.rie up of tlw stAP naJ.11e and nlist of argumtnts 
fur tlHJ.t st.tp. Th{' Rr1';lllnellt.. IU~ endooeri in ora{'keti' at tht end of the 
step name and llllllt.ipk arguIllellts ~H' SCJlAIfl.teri by ~ mmma_ 
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7.7. CONFlCURABLE MEASUREMENT SEQUENCES 85 
Basic Steps 
<- Illitialize() 
lnitiwizes the system, clearing any data from any previous measure-
ments and opens a file in whkh to store the data recorded during 
this measurement. 
+ CalibmJ.e(" / 'daq·/ 'field') 
Calihrate" the ""Y"tem in three p<:l8Sihlc way". If no argument i" 
given this step performs a full calibration which involves a null 
recording, from which any DC offset can be found, and finding the 
maximum field p06sible, F""",". The daq argUlllclit perform" only 
the null recording calibration and the fidd argument only performs 
the maximum field calibration. 
+ SelField(jield) 
Sets the magnetic field to the value supplied by the argument in 
Tcsh (-Fm= < field < Fm",,). This step uses the Sillooth field 
algorithm described in Sec. 7.5. 
+ SetMoto,·(JTe.lJ.uency) 
The motor is driwn by Illl inverter thllt COllverts its 5OH~ "ingle 
phase supply to a variable frequency three phase ~upply used to 
power the motor which oscillates the reactor. Since the actual 
speed (angula  velocity) of the motor depends on the motoc spec-
ifications it Was dc-eidcd that the argumCllt for this step should be 
the frequency of the inverter (OHz < frelJUency < 50Hz). The 
speed of the motor may be derived as follows. 
W = ~ x (nwtor speed at 50 Hz) 
At the time of writing the motor 011 the system had a maximum 
speed of l375rpm (22.91 Hz) lit 50Hz aJld a gear of ratio 7.5:1. This 
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86 CHAPTER 7. VSM SOFTIY.4RE DESIGN 
Th~ fr~qllenry of oocil lat.ion tau therefure villy loclwL,<,n 0 lIz and 
3 Hz. 
0} Ref~mi(x ""condR) 
This ~tep rocOlds and processes x socomb of daTH hefore writing 
it to di8k. This process is described in the previOll" "oction (S€c_ 
7.G). 
-+ Wait(x ""con dsj 
Wails x &OCOurl" b€fore cunt..inuing 1..0 the next ~tep_ If x<=O this 
81ep <li~play5 a di8.lug and wails fOl the u""r to ""knowledge the 
dialog, by clicking a buttun on it, twfo!" continuing to the neJd; 
step_ 
.;. Elld{) 
This ,hould be the 1B.9t ~T.ep in arocipe. It ell"ure:s that Lhe Illagllet 
i" ~hutdown and that the motor is off, doses the file for wriling and 
writ<CiJ a "UillmalY file of lhe measurement. 
Advanced Sleps 
(+ Step(X, Y,Z,B) 
This st.ep is expauded into a ,..,ric; of &tFiP.!d and RUJ)n/ a(.ep6 in 
8uch a way ,Ii,,( the field is ~t"pped from X to Y (not inclusive) in 
Z steps 8J:ld lJ ';<'eDllds of data. are rocorded at ea.<:h 5t.ep. 
Example R ecipe 
Tni t ;alize() 
C,,: i bnt e(daq) 
~ e t flotor ( 4 0) 
3tep(O,::>,:o,Sl 
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7.S. INTERFACE DESIG./>" 
After initializing, calibrating II!ld htarting the motor, thi,; ree-ire ht.ep.o; 
the field from OT to 1.8T in steps of 1jif = 0.2'1' and records 8 seconds of 
data after eaeh step. Finally the field is set to 2T and anoth .. x 8 soconds 
of data flIe recorded lwfo", ending th" m .. asurement. 
Fig. 7.7 ~how" how" rec-ip<' ~hould b .. "trurtllred. 
Repeat , h oreac 
Inlliai iz-' " _ ... ~~!~. P.?.i!:! .~'."'. !~~. :~.':T.: ..... l 
• Record 
Sian motor RecordJ 
data 
;t ~ " En~ F So> Error? ;." F Process II [ wJ Field , " data , , 
Write to 
I R"" II disk -
~ 
~o .~csct on error 
Figure 7.7: He,"i..,,' flo,,· 
7,8 Interface Design 
Th" main "l .. ments of this applic-"tiollS interia.("e as "hown in Fig. T_~ an" 
+ a nUllllwr of graphh 118<lci to di"pl"y reeorded lI.Ild proreo;seci data 
({hlwled Time Data IIlld Hysteresis Cuf1J~ r,,"pertively on Fig. 7_8) 
as "'ell as " graphical r"pn¥;entation of the ~t"p,; in the currently 
1000rlecl reeipe (labelf'ci Profile) . 
... various buttons to control tbe applkation including tbe loading of 
recipes, starting anrl aborting a recipe as well as maJIual control of 
,he maguet, the motor and the re<:orrling of data. 
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Figure 7,8: VSM module user interface 
... information on the ~\lrrent state of the application a.nd o.lso the 
m~gnet . 
... controls allowing the user to vie,,· Ilnd alter application settings. 
In order to fit all these elementi' onto the interfa.ce the graphs showing 
the PSD and the Hy"teref'i" rurve were 1Jla.coo on top of ea~h other with 
a ",,-itch to toggle whi~.h one i~ .isible (in Fig, 7.8 the graph shm\-ing the 
hy"terebis curve i~ visible). A tab control was also added with three pllges. 
The first 1Jage shows the graphical representlltioll of the currellt recipe 
and the ~ontrols for louding recipes Illld running the recipe editor (the 
af'tive page in Fig. 7.8). The sa"Dnd tllh contllins the mallual controls 
and is only enabled when the appli,,"tioll if; idle (not rUllning Il re~ipe). 
The last tab cont.un8 the applkation ~ettin~. 
7 ,9 Error Handling 
Poosible errOrS generlltoo. hy this "1Jpli,,"tion ~re: 
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710. ADDITION.4L SOFTIVARE R9 
-:- Application ~ITOXIJ: errOflJ Iha.t are generated by the application 
itself such as file read errors . 
... Magnel errorn: errorn generat.ed by the magnet drivcIs in respoll8C 
to an eITor message received from the magnet. 
0) DAQ errors: errors generated during data uqui~ition. 
(0 Processing eITors: eITors genemted during the processing of the 
data, 
All Ihese errors, exc~pt appliciltiOll eITOXIJ are directly linked to the mea-
surement process and are generated in the measurement loop. All eITors 
are passed to the application loop which proces8cs them accordingly. 
1I1aJt errors would ocelli during a mcaswement IUId he the r",-mlt of a 
hardware problem. These ~ITOr8 would I herefore mean that the current 
measurement can no longer take place and that the measwement should 
be aborted. 
In the case of 8uch an eITor, the measllielIient is autonl1l.tically ahortL~1 
and the user is notified via a pop up dialog. Fig. 7.7 shows that error8 
are only processed at the end of each recipe step. 
7.10 Additional Sofbvarc 
7.10.1 Advanced VSI'vI Data F..ditor 
The VSM data editor give1l Ihe Uile ucess to the recorded data and allows 
them to explore the dat.a in detail and edit the calculated portions of the 
data before exporting 8Jly portion of it to a spread~heet file. The actual 
time data can be viewed and exported but clUlnot be edited by the user. 
The PSD can be re<::alculat.~d from the time data and the hysteresis curve 
can he Tpplotted using any combination of data pointB from the PSD. 
7.10.2 I'vleasurCHlCllt Rccipc Editor 
The recipe editor is a small Hpplication that ('lUI he launched from the 
main VSIII window. It provides an e[lS), way for the u9cr to eIeate, edit 
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CHAPTER 7. VSM SOFTWARE DESIGN 
and ~avc rccipes. Since rccipcs arc stored as text file;;, any text editor 
could hi? nS€<i to perfonn t heffl fllnctions. The reci))'? E'dit or however fLdds 
the ahility to pHr"", recip"" and to plot 8 graph of the sU?P" in the r<"eire. 
AdvancE'd step.-i are expandoo into their basic steps and the whole recipe 
is checked for errors. 
' soc Sox. 7. T 
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Results and Analysis 
( 
~ 
"The most exciting phrBBf' to hf'a.r in sciRum, The Due thflt heralds new 
riL<;<·ovPrie.<, is not 'Eureka!' ('I found it!') but rather ·hmm .... that's 
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91 CIL4PTER 8. R~ULTS AND A.SA.LYSIS 
8.1 Signal Allalysis 
Fig. 8.1 shows how the signal in the coils varies as the swuplc sample is 
oscillated between them. By compari.ng the shape of tlUs signal to the 
signals si1llnlated in section 6.3.1 it can be seen that the coils have been 
placed too far apart ie. t.he distance between the coil centres is more 
than the 37.5 Illlll ~alculated in the design (the condition shmm in Fig. 
(i.~d). The sample's oocillations are too hJ.rge, overshooting the centers 
of the coil causing the effect shown in Fig. 6.9<;. It lHay also be said 
that the sample's O!>Cillations 1<J'c slightly offiIct causing a ffilall amount 
of asymmetry in the signal (Fig. 6.9b). Unfortunately since the system 
is already operationw thi> is not CflllY to correct but doc.; not have a large 
impoct On the results provided the ~,·stem is prop€rly calibrated. 
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Figure 8.1: Recorded signal from the pickup coils. 
Fig. 8.lb shows the PSD of the r""ocded signal. The signal at ap-
proximately 2 lIz is the signa] that is of interest since it is the primary 
h1<J'moIlll' of the signal. It~ exact position in frequency is determineU by 
thc frequency of oscillation of the sample whkh is in controllcd by the 
1llot.or ("'2e Sec. 6.3.2 - Sample "Iovelllcnt). 
8.2 C;::llihr<ltioll 
In order to calibndc the sp;tem a full hysteresis reading was performed On 
three reference s[JJ]]pics of powdered cobalt, each of different mass, pl&ed 
in the rea~tor 118 well "" [J. rc[].(iing with no sam.ple present. Fig. 8.2 shows 
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the full grapn.. from these readings. ThOOl"ctically there should he a linear 
relatim~hip between the mBllS of the sfl.mple lUld the mfl.gIl~tization. 
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fligur~ 8.2: Mas" caliocation hysteresis curveS 
Fig. 8.3 shows the gmpb.B obtained by extracting the saturation a.nd 
remnant magn~tization from these graphs and plotting them ""aiust thc 
ru&'lS of the samples, The lmear r~lationship betwef'n the mass and the 
magnetization is quite clear and enables a sample of unknown mass to 
be IMasurOO and its rna&> determined_ 
8.2.1 T(~lllpprat.urp Elrpl~t.s 
Using the rig and instrumentation described in this docllm~nt, measure-
ments ca.n be talrnn on h~ated "amplcs. The effect of tempcmture on thc 
saturation and remnant magnetization of one rderc'Ilce sample i" sho"m 
in Fig. 8.4. 
8.:1 Noise 
Major sources of noise that interfere with the signal induced in the coils 
include the infra.-red heating a.nd the magnet. Both of these produce 
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Figure 8.3: S"tumt>on IIml remn"nce vs magneti~ation 
la<ge 50 Hz. interferellce "" well lIS some ltm" frc'quenry noise. The infra-
red h€atecs are pulsed with 50 Hz from the mains supply which causes 
portions of 'he time domain signal to be COITupted. This is illustrated 
in Fig. ~.5. Notice tha, the IR hea(iug does not interfere with the low 
frequencies and helice does not itnp R.Ct (lIe illCRSlrremculs. 
As well as large filllount .. of 50 Hz noioo the magnet IIlso produces OOllle 
nuif£ lit low frequencie~. Thi~ may be due to small changes in the magnet 
rurrent c"used by the mo.gnet's control ~ystem. Fig. ~.6a shows h<:Jw the 
nuise va.rics as the fidd is increBSed. The first plot shows the noise at 50 
H~ whiie the second shows the noise at 2 Hz. Fig. ~.6b shows the PSD 
of the signal captured by the ooils when the magnetic field is at OAT and 
there is no sample movemerrt. 
The high frequency drec,s of both the wllgnet lIIal the rR. hcfl.ting are 
filtered out of the signal using ,he filter described in Sec. 6.4.1. Fig. ~. 7 
shows both the time dornajn and frequency domnm plots of ,he signal 
recocded while a sample is being oscillated between the ooils and the field 
is sd to O.4T field. There is ll(l hefl.ting during these capturflS and the 
amplification has ,.]80 bc~", removed since the "mplifier~ also have some 
filtering buil, in. The signal. in Fig. 8.7" & c is unfiltered while th"t in 
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Fi)iUr~. 8.7: Th~. effect of low pass filtcring an ull-amplifioo ~ign:J. 
8.4 1\1eaSllrcmcnt Errors 
Dr. ~1. Clacy~ pr~i<Jrmnd I< simple error Mlalysis for the Ille""urPlll~llts 
taKen from tW{) differ~~jt c~talyst samples. The first samplc COHtaillOO 
19 illg of mclallic Cobalt and the I3econcls sample 75mg. Tcn iucntical, 
COlll3ecutive mcasnrclllCnt" ,,-ere tak~n of e8-('h sAmple and the error cal-
elllat.oo I<~ a percelltl\gc of the mcan. Fig. 8.8 ~hows the graphs of the 
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8.4_ MEASURRMRNT RRRORS 97 
the heM is varlen from -2 T to .,.2 T and then h""k to -2 T. The first 
graph 8hows the error B.~ the field is increMing and the se.;ond shows the 
error for a de<'reHsing field_ 
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, . , 
It is interesting to note 'lOme simil!l.rity hctwL,<,n the graphs of the two 
s!l.mpies. It would appe!l.r that the cIror is larger when the field is de-
neasiug. The reilSOn for this is not known but it has been suggeste<l that 
the m!l.gnet may require ""me lime to 'sett le'. 
Ownll "' very sm&ll error was obtained 8howing the high degree of re-
producibility of the measurements. 
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"i\. good scientist is a persun with original ide""'. A good cll.!,rinecr ill a 
person who Illales a design that work.'l with as few ocigina.! ideu as 
possihle"' 
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wo CH.1PTF:R 9. CmWLUSlONS 
1. A unique uSe of 11 vibrating sample magnetometer has h""l1 
developed. 
As stated prcviollily, this is the fin>l USC of a VS!v] to perform 
in-~itu lllcasurclllcnt~. The VS.lII system proved to be well suited 
to take measurement.> of this kind since no direct OOIltact ,,~th the 
sample i~ K'quircd. This ~ystcm will provide an additional Dleasure-
ment tool [or the University of Cape Town Catalysu> R=arch Unit 
and allow them to perform neW r=a.rch that was not previously 
pcossi::']c. 
2. A software system providing a single point of control for 
the r eactor rig and the VSM instrulllent was successfully 
developed. 
The product of this masters is a complete system which at the time 
of writing had b€en in use for two months "ithout the need for ma-
jor modification" or .. dditions. The system aJlo,",'S the operator to 
control the rig and pl'riorm customi7.ahle VSlvl mea."urements. 
3. The choice of LabView "" the development language for 
the system as well as its future use has been justified. 
LabVicw l-'ro~id"d the nece""""y tools to enable rapid and flexi-
ble development of the system including interfa,-e design ami man-
agement of the computer h&rdw&re. The main advantages of Lab-
View in this ea.'le are that it provides ready (0 use toolkits ellabling 
rapiu development wit.hout the need [or custom tools. LabVicw 
also uecrea.'leS the amount of programming overhead by automati-
"ally h!l.lluling multiple threads, error catching etc. 
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Recomlnendations for Future 
Work 
Although it was concluded that th .. system is compl"t" then' are SO!))" 
improveUlf'Ilts l\lld a.dditions that may hf. madf'. 
1 _ [, ,,dorm ackiitioll"l "h"ra<et eri7.at iml of t he sy~ (e lll. 
It may prove useful ill the future to have a morc detailed >let of 
data on Lhe performance and specific characteristics of this system. 
In particular, calibration using a standard technique would provide 
infonnatioD to enable the comparison of lhis system Wilh other 
systems_ 
2 Provin e network """e58 to the sy~tem. 
Curr(>ntly the only way to access the system over t he network is 
to use oome virnlal network c.(lmpming (VNC) software such as 
Windows reolOte desktop or TightVNC1, Although such software 
provides f"mot e acceSlj to the software the option of developing a 
applkation Sp""'ifi{'ally dfl!Jigned to provide remote access to the 
system should be eQllsidered. 
3. Measurement scheduling. 
Enabling the user to scllCdule VSM ttle[lSl1TC1IIcuts would bf' !l. Vf'ry 
'Ti~tVNC; VNC_Based Free Remote Control Solution 
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102 CHAPTER 10. REC01,,[MRNDATJOXS FOR FUTURE WORK 
good addition to the software. Currently the opf'rator must start 
all measurements mRnually which makes for additional effort on ~he 
part of the operator, panicularly if measuremf'Jlts need to be takeu 
during the night. Thrw possible methods f',xist for developing such 
a feature. 
(a) The first option is to development of a BIlparRtP tool that runs 
concurrently to the current software and passes commands 
to the VSM module. Such a tool would allow the user to 
schedule a measurement and then pass commands to 108.d and 
execute the measurement to the VS~I module via. the module's 
message queue_ 
(h) Secondly, the VSM module itself could me modified to include 
the schedllling functionality. The design of the modules dt.~ 
scribed in Sec_ 3_5 allows easy addition of functionality to the 
module. The modification would involve adding anothf'f page 
10 the alreRdy f'xisting tab structure on thp mod1l1e interface 
Iilld 8.dding the nt.'aJSSBry functiOIlality within new command 
cases to the application loop. 
(c) This method is similllJ: to the previous method in that t he 
functionaii'y of the schedule execution is added to the VS~ 
module however the creation a.nd maintenance of the schedule 
is moved to a. sepllJ:ate application. This application "'ould 
allow the user to create new schedules aud view 8Jld modify 
existing schedules. These schedules would then be saved to 
a file which is rf'ad by the VS~I module. In this way the 
VSM inkrfu.ce is spparated from the schedule interface. Some 
indicA.tion mRy bp included on the VSM interface as to the 
status of any sclwdules loaded. 
1 Additional hardware redundancy. 
In ,lll effort to improve SRwty and aloo minimize d01lm time re-
lated to computer malfunction it is rf'commended that addiuona.! 
hardware be added to the system so ulat in the case of R computf'I 
or software failllre tbe system ma.y still be run manually. This hllJ:d-
waxe ,,'Ould mainly (l()nsist of temperature controllers which would 
hase the primary responsibility for tpmpprature controL The ad-
dition of thcse controllers would requirp some adjustmf'nt to the 
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ooft";are as the software \\uuld no longer be p<'xfonning the control 
but simply cOlilmunica.ting with the hardware controllexs. 
5. Comput.er control of the MFC's 
The computer control of the MFC wa..~ abolished due to the un-
stable nature of the Brooks Instrurue.uts lIFC communication soft-
ware. In the event of a. new version of the !lIFe control softwa..-e 
(produced by Brooks Instruments) becoming aVHilable, this func-
tionality should be re-vi8it.ed and if possible incorporated into the 
system. 
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Software Source Code 
Due to the grapbicalllature of the source code for the software described 
in !llis documcm it is Dot practical to include the full code. Therefore 
these code diagrams show Dilly specific portioIls of the code and in most 
ca8Cs have been slightly mooiJkd in for them to make se""'" as stand_ 
aloIle code. The full code is included Oil the CD accompanJing this 
docUllleut aJld may be viewed using LabView (an evaluation copy mHy 
be downloaded from the National IllSlruments weblllte). 
1. Uninitiali7.ed shift register nsed to Btore data over mllitiple function 
calls. 
2. Ca.-.c structure coutains code for each fUllctioll mode; read, 1,1;rite, 
reset. 
3. Conditional stat.ement of while loop wiwd to force exit aiter H single 
iteration. 
(Sl'<:, 3.4.2 Oil pa(!;e 23) 
Figure A.I: Functional global implementation 
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106 .·~pPE?\'mX _i. 80Vl'\\ARK SOURl'E ('OUl'; 
,---~---
• 
, \Iucl~ s~bvJr; -no-up', 'destroy- -~Hurl-> moo,,]p', 
2. lJu-iniljali""rl shift cHgi.r.m llsed t() stor~ qu~u~ references 
~. Tffir~t {'alL cretue '1\lPues an<1 "",re rri<'H'IlCCS ill dllswr, 
4. IIlode ea.'l(' strUClure, 
~. -Send -> nlOciuk' (;()(iH: b\1nrll~ rl~J(1. into d\1~Ter and push OIlto 
r~levallt qUH1W. 
6. TRUE ('ons(fl.nt wire<! r'J loup wwliLiun fowes @ngl~ loop p2'<~""tion 
p<'r ",,11. 
Figmp _II ~: Simplified queu~ In,ulll~~r cod~ 
.! l] "Reocte< 51'": VoOJ ~~l I 
(oJ riontOut 
1 
J [!j"R.!ar.to.:w',~"'" ~ 
[2j'pm..,...., ¥ ..... ~ 
[J) '51:"" f'<oflIt-, v ..... c~ 
ill 
["l"Sl:a<t F<OU,,-, ~ .... a..t>;Ie 
[5] '\Ood lYoI"': v ..... chario;lo: 
- ----=' • • FSeoj -> RMCtor -~ 
1. int",rffll'.p linwo1lt. 
2. Even! "tructure . 
. 'l. Coile ewc'.uted ..... lwli ~Y~llt triAAprpn 
Fi;ur~ A .. 'l: ~implifierl interfac.~ loop code 
~PPE"'I)J f com;
I J , eh;coL l" ',ieslwy\ ; llrl IllOOU]P'
c ,,, o
{'[~:tt ti ,o ["H'I1 »;
n i\ ucl
s,o,wl (\ <xt i:1.I.( . t€ ~
ci '-l lt
lT r l o (~'w iL o r,m;L'S bingle ~.x~( l
P"" miL




1 (' u w cyeut












"RlX1 editor " 
"St",~ ProiF 
":'tWP, ,, V 
---"",,'j',';'i"i"= l.oo<li>r" ,.,' t<il 2e' d Fi ont P.....o--x..,1" 
I. States to execute on startup. 
2. Shift register to pass data between states. 
3. State shift regi'lter, executed in ""'luence. 
4. Case structure contains all state!!_ 
5. Obtain queue. 
6. Dequeue next dement. 




·Jr . ... ,.· 
7_ Pass command to state queue and data to dab. shift register. 
(Sec. 3.5.1 on page 31) 
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.W;'j p...-.oi \:=-" 
00 err" o ," 
Op ,ot W" 
'C ="u " 
"l ~iob>"
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011 ~ x .
















108 AJ'I'E,vmX.L S()FTIVA.RE 80URC'E CODE 
]. Tnitiali7C dl""11d~, 
2. Hracl elata, 
3. p[()C{,~" daca, 
4. \Vrit~ rial" to rlatah,.."" 
:;. inform other modules of new data. 
6. Exit loop OIl errOL 
7. Close d'''nlleL~ o  ,"xit. 
N"Clt~: Timfld loop used to innea&' ("(Intrai [wer 10GP timing and priority. 
(Sec. 3.5.2 Oll P"!':C :n) 
I'I'E,YDT U l SO
itialin J
Tt d",to,.
Pn ('cb l .
ntR <hlil. W " "-,,,, 
ulo»!
CT C.
~ ,!\nn .. 












L rllitiali~e d,",lllld~ . 
2. Start count"'" 
.1. Rmu dmnnel duly cydes. 
4. Upda.t~ rillty cyd" of eAd, counter. 
5. ExiL on error. 
6. Close ('h~lllld~ 011 exiL. 
JOg 
):'ot~· Timf'<lloop nrnrl to inerP-'l.se eoutwl over loop Liming alld priorily. 
(S"". ~.5,2 on pag~ ~1) 
Figur~ A6: Simplifi~d CO loop mel" 
I tializc " ~,
u "' , 
d cila cl ill) Qd
a1 du 'Tel co  .. COUllCcr
;l
{ h",. lcl ~ l,
: \'ot ' n d """,, u li ill  t
<:'<'  















PlD """" -, - ---- PID g"" o!,\ 
<t (,)-' C<t<>..t (.) 
r<i<Iiab'(F) "--""'" 
....-~'(F) 
(Lj (;Ollll O<,l-iun ~~l)" fur 1'1D fU l>C<;UH, 
1. CakulaL~ tlj~ PID Olltput. 
'2. Couv~rt the PTO output to a uuty eyell' 
3_ Updat/" PID gilins eontl'OJ aft,.r alJl.o-twlin" 
4 , S"nd the duty ('vd~ to th~ CO TIl()rl111~_ 0 
Figure A.7: Ba~ie PlO code 
lUI ..I f' J!.\' I . \ . T I :4. F, U CI-: c m: 
(to) f'<)"".""" ~ •. ". fur 1'10 fllllCtioll 
. ,l. u\a1A> lh .. p l  "lItl'lIt. 
}. . ('.QII" t'f1 ,  .. pm Olll ~ 10 lI l;)' 0u{" 
 8.\P I'm "i  f<.>m r" l lI.fl,'r IlHl ... IUlIiu~











i I j 
1. Filter the incoming temp. signal 
2. If!l. pcofilc is activc, update the set pohlt hased OJ) the profile 
3. Calculate the pm output. 
4 Convert the PIO output to a duty cycle. 
5. Update rro gains control after auto-tuning 
6. Send the dUly cycle to the CO module. 
(Sec. 3.5.5 on page 35) 
Figure A.8: Simplified code for advanced tcmperature control 
ll
Iir 
~'----..••... - - l 
lIl u naL















112 . IPJ-'/:.:SLJlJi .1_ SO/'rlBTtF. SOFRCP. com;; 
I. If proloc (·QlIll<.d~l, r('",1 o::xt('rlUll ~"'nl'_ 
2. R('a<l hath t(,lnl'. 
3. Ch""k h8-th SIMU3. 
-1. Wri t<: loath I,.(:wlJ 1.0 datnh ... <o('. 
6_ Wril(' ha.th IIIlIm~ to) &lollfl.l ,-anable. 
(s<~·_ 3.5.6 (>u p,,&~ ;-17) 
. I I't:,.'IIW)'; :  UI' /'I\:I\ 1tP. I' . COOg 
Ir r l  '~lIu,,"f'lI'd. ,",NI I1lttrtWIl I.MIlfl. 
. r",d . L IM p_
 ..... l>al; "Mue  
" lll~ u..11.o. \I.: j.l f,n ,1.11>11);\. ., 











1 Cc~~te new llPLC objcct. 
2 Head pump setup 
3,4,5,6. Reuu/write uuJiciunal SE"ttillgS frum/to pump_ 
7. \Vrite pres>< llre sN~ill~ ~o pllJllP. 
S. Ch~Il[';e pmnp 1-0 rllll/"tOP moue. 
g_ \Vrit~, flow ""t p(}int to pump. 
10_ [",tid pUIllP 110w and PC€6SUr<' .. 
11. C!o,,,, COllllCdioIl tu pUlllp anu uc"Scroy HPLC oLjed. 
(Sec. 35.7 on pa!;e 38) 
Fi!;ure A.IO: Hl'LC fun~tion., ~xamp!€ nsage. 
113 
reM. I ()Dj Ct
aJ. l aJ. il o w ,...t il o p,
l n.",.w: "Cn l (;S
h:Ul[' C l-LIIl  W n .l/~lop d
, it~, oi ~
, ump fto pf su ",
ION! ()I I u [" P J. J.~~ () jc
.'). (;












I. Write .,~t point. 1.0 pump. 
2. Ih·ad flow rat~. 
3, R,,,ul faul, hiaius. 
,1. \\-"rite .,t.il.tu~ 1.0 glob,,] \1l.ri~bk 
{Sec. 3,5,7 OIl p~gc 38) 
Figurc ;\,11: HPLC Illodule code portion 
Wi-
I'm>< in (no <ned 
1, Obl>J.in obj"d: d"ta. 




~. Format ronmwnd to s;,ncl to pUlllp. 
4. Write s;,rial U""~"".5. He.,.] mspon,;" from PUIllP, 
G. Parse respou"" bas"d on command ,;"nt, 
I. Upuak oLj(",~ (1M". 
(.","",3.,,)7 oil pag~ ~S) 
Fignr~ A.12: HPLC .'etjlml.' function <X>de 
11 
APPEjliDIX k SOFTWARE SQ('RC~ CODE 
'" ""I t.o
H~ k.
. e l~ ~t t ".




fuOi m error)1 
ttU t ..
n , r ng~.
~ nllll[l.nd ~ d
"" iaJ. u ~,,. , C""POil'" p
U 8 !< s<, "",,><i eOIn u "'nt
. le ," rlil~a . 
,5ff, 3 ')  e










nL Ohtain o\Jjc'(-t elata. 
2. Ch""k input ral4';~, 
3, Fornmt command t(\ send to pump. 
4 \Vrit~ SIlrial data,5, R~,,-d re~ponsE frOlll pUillp, 
6, Par", resp<Jnsc baseel on commlmd sent. 
7 UpdA.te obje('t dA.tA.. 
Figure A.1:3; MFC methods. 
1. Chect DDt; st[l,tus (error check). 
2, REad flow for each dliUlllEl. 
:3, Write flow8 to databllSll 
(Se('. 3.5.8 on pege :39) 
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116 Al-'l-'Ht'iDLX.-1, SOVf\I:,H1E S(Wrl.CF: CODE 
(a) IVrite ""Tp<linl method mm-J<,lion dic.gram, 
I 
(h) Write ""' l",i111 moth(.:! cu,\c 
1. OLtillu ohjnd data, 
2. Sele<:\ nab to \1.."" in thi6 method 
3. HlIm",1 d"'IA t.o wlile 10 DOE, 
4. Update Set Point f<nay. 
~. Poke DOE nata to location. 
6. C lose DOE ('OliV(,Ii,atioll if ,'nor. 
7. Updatp oLje<>t nata. 
(Sec. 3,5,1) on page 39) 
Fip;llW .-\,15: 1H'C method: writ~ sct, POiIl\', 
-"1-'1-'~;'iVL\ 1 .. FT,\\:· Ol'n I':
,[,,)Im cth(><1 ""Ie
L .
len la (l III lo>
Foun ,t ,ta w r to .
l',iar.<> Ur
OK d
l ""  {,O (, ~ati Jj I  
e
~. .iI o.
























118 _4PPENDIX R. MAG2VET PHOTOGRAPHS 
Figure 8.1: BIllker B_E25V magnet, front view. 
























12D .,iPPENDIX R. MAGj\lEJT PHOTOGRAPHS 
Figure 8.3: Btuker I3-E25V magnet shmving the tapered poles. The pole 
face diameter 1<; 15 em. 
0 A Nfo
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Fi~llrC C.L Frunt vi~w of thp ri),;. 
121 











APPf:;NDIX C. RlG PHOTOGRAPHS 

















Figure C,:); From top vi~w of th~ rig showing th~ pCJ."iti(ming of th~ 
















J24 .1PPK'W1X C. RlG T'llU1VGILA.T'llS 
Coil cooling 
block 
Fi~llTe C.4: Close up of the reactor showing lhe coil ~()()lillg, ~oil l'Onnet;-
lions, reactor and infra-red heating. 
m 11U1VGIVI.PI













rigure C.5: The m_ Jl"w oontrollers mounted (l{\ .. n .. lllmJUlUU bracket 
which is attached to Ihl:' nJIIgUP.t. 
Figure e.G: The eJoctrrmic& for the rig are housed on top of the mllguP.t 
poWEr RUppJy. 
J.,. -" 
....,; n ller!! on a a!uuuu\ .e
..... , n ll( l l f't  
r"'ene, 
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Appe ndix D 
Coil Winder Photographs 












128 APPENDIX D. COlL WINDER PHOTOGRAPHS 




























130 APPRNnrx n. CoJIL Wf:'.'DER PU01'OCR.J."IIS 
Figure 0.5: A wound roil illlUlnI'ari.'lOll 1'0 R S.uth Afrkau 50 CC:lt f.<Jln 
ru.d " L~ght pin jill (hip. 
ll F. D l P.o HOJ' A P
0" 
5: n (UInplUi.~:m W 1\ , " ~':I rui














































Figure £.1: &;hematic of the eircuit u;,ed to uriw the motor from [\ set 
point ),;clleratp(l by the computer. Thi~ circuit i, l"lIt of the winder lHlill 
to wind th~ pir1<_np r",il~ 
-,... " 
Sc "
LK'mt r ~ it s par. \) "iml ",;















" ; .!.~ 
"'---1 ---, _~-".,~':;' 
,~ I 
(S£,c. 6_4_2 on page (9) 
Figure E.2: Filter schematic 
, 
! , 
PP U . H.1A1
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amplificr amplifier , 
l 
50 Hz I Multi adaptcr , Inverter I pow..-
~ I 
MFC I Magnetic , 
power supply field instrument 
• 
50 ti:>; 
Muiti adapTer J power 
- " • Water lJPLC 
bath pump 
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Figure E.~~: Power sl1pply c,(Jnn~ctions 
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V 1 (.l.-I_ 3. ,,--o:c.<-'-
\)I.A-r tu :; >:..el/ 
QIJestjQO 5 I7l 
a) Draw Ih~ circuil diagram for a pha,~ ,hift o,cillalor with two output,_ The outputs are 1kHz sjn~ 
wa\'~, ami mu,1 f>e at 9{1 degr<:i:s to each OIh~r. Show resi,tor "alues for th e pha,e shift network as well 
as [or Ih~ f~edback nelwork, US~ capacilors of luF, lOOnF, IOnr and Inr for Ibe pha'" shift net"mrJ:;:, 
(4) 
,' b) 'Draw tilt: circuit diagram fur a IOCl.-IHz o,cillalorwhich has an outpul frequency with a tolerance of 
Jess than 0, I 0/0, O'-'tjll.'t voltage is not critical. (3) 
Ourstion 6 (10l 
The Im574 ,witched mode regulator has the following "ugge,ted circuit diagram, taken from Ihe 
datasheet 'I'm: c_ircuitry enclO'M in th~ h-old rectangle is internal to the microchip, components oulsiu~ 
tl'" bold ",ctangie at"<' added to form a complete regulator_ 
a) Is thi, power ,upply galvanically i , olat~d or not? Ju'li(v your amw~r, (2) 
b) ModifY t).., above circuit diagram (only Ih~ ~xMnal componenls) 'hov.-ing how to double the OUlpUi 
,'oltag~ (2) 
c) Gi~~ Ihr~~ important charackri,tic, ofth~ di(){l~ DI (3) 
d) What is the function oflhe compon~nt' LI and Cout? (I) 
e) What advantage would he gained by increa,ing Ih~ , wilching frequency of the regulator" (I) 
f) 1\ame one c_hange that you would make to 1m: inl~rnal circuitry of this regulator to improve ii, 
efficiency (I) 
(l Unive"ity ofCaPl' Town 2012 EEE3068F 44 
u tion i
t t s n e t '11", 111"<' IIdl
nd ,t ) l s -hi .
t t t F l F t hIL' t"mrk. 
'  h~ o l "'I t t 
, u \, ,""I
v IOJ
1.'1.-12574 il s ' t
t Th~ .ircuit,), bol t~ d
I" l re
ilii ,til)
he t xl~rn.al t , ,. oul m
tl-.r~~ lt s .
tt\ e s l 1
, i t it b 1
·ha b ah tire t b ts 
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